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ABSTRACT

Engine cycle studies in which compressor component perfor-
mnance anti-cipated in 1973 was used were conducted to select
operating conditions for a 3-pound-per-second front-drive gas
turbine optimized for minimum specific fuel consumption (SFC)
at 60-percent power. Fixed turbine geometry was assumed.
Prelimina-ry matchiAng studies of seven combinations of axial
and centrifugal compressor stages were conducted to accomplish
cycle requirements for 20-, 30-, 60-, and 100-percent-power
operation.

The compressor type selected--two axial stages employing
variable inlet guide vanes plus one centrifugal stage--was
configured in a preliminary design for application in a
preliminary engine layout. Shaft mechanical design problems
were encountered because of the small hub dia-1eter of the
first axial stage and the shaft length required. A compres-
sor consisting of a single axial stage with variable inlet
guide vanes and a fixed-geometry single-stage centrifugal
compressor was configured and incorporated in a preliminary
engine layout. Component and overall compressor maps were
calculated for this configuration. The performance of- an
engine employing this compressor was calculated over the 20-
to 100-percent-power range. Comparisons were made between
matched component, compressor, and engine performanes with
simplified, idealized compressor and engine perforwnance.

The results of this study indicated that a cycle pressure
ratio of 10.5:1 at 60-percent power was optimum for a turbo-
shaft engine of the above design requirements. The matching
problem was concentrated in extending the operating airflow
range of the axial compressor, whether single-stage or two-
stage. Variable inlet guide vanes provide the best solution
to the matching problem. The matching problem was unaffected
by the choice of maximum turbine inlet temperature, so 2500OF
was selected on the basis of minimum SFC and maximum specific
power. An engine having a single-st-age axial and a single-
stage centrifugal as the compressor combination offers an SFC
of 0.492 at 60-percent power (475 horsepower). With a t-wo-
stage axial and a single-stage centrifugal as t-he compressor
combination, the calculated SFC at 60-percent power is 0.479.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

This report describes the work accomplished and the analytical
results achieved on a small ax..al-centrifugal compressor
matching study program. This matching program was con-
ducted to achieve a useful combination of advanced axial-
centrifugal compressor stages for maximum efficiency operation
at conditions representing engine part load. The analytical
results of this program as reported herein better define the
nature of the axial-centrifugal compressor matching problem,
identify promising matching schemes: and determine the optimum
cycle parameters for an assumed engine.

1.2 ASSUMED ENGINE

To provide a basis for this matching study, an engine was de-
fined and can be summarized as a front-drive turboshaft engine,
with advanced components reflecting performance levels con-
sidered to be achievable within a 3-year development period.
The engine was sized for 3-pound-per-second airflow, and the
turbine inlet temperature for 100-percent power was selected
to be 2500*F. The turbine employs fixed geometry and ificludes
an air-cooled gasifier section and a free-power-turbine
section. All engine components, including the axial/
centrifugal compressors, were configured to achieve minimum
specific fuel consumption for 60-percent power (first pri-
ority) and 30-percent power (second priority).

1. 3 PROGRAM1 LOGIC

This program has been conducted in four tasks, I through i..
Tasks I and II included major efforts of an iterative nature
for tentative analyses, A, and for final analyses, B, for a
total of six major program activities. These program activi-
ties were conducted and are reported as outlined below and as
shown on the program logic diagram, Figure 1.

TASK IA - ENGINE CYCLE ANALYSIS - TENTATIVE
TASK IIA - COMPRESSOR DESIGN AND MATCHING - TENTATIVE
TASK IB - ENGINE CYCLE ANALYSIS
TASK IIB - COMPRESSOR DESIGN AND MATCHING
TASK III - COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
TASK IV - ENGINE PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

A brief description of these tasks is presented in the
following subparagraphs.

1



1.3.1 Task IA - Engine Cycle Analysis, Tentative

Deesign-point cycle assumptions, including axial-centrifugal
compressor efficiencies, were projected 3 years. Design-point
analysis was conducted and selection was made for off-design
analyses (P4/P]. at 60-percent- power =9:1, 10:1, 11:1, 12:1,
13:1, and 14:1).

An idealized compressor map and component maps were estimated.
off-design analyses were conducted. Design-point pressure
ratios were tentatively selected to be 9.5:1, 10.5:1, and
11.5:1. Compressor cycle requirements were estimated for
these cases.

1.3.2 Task IIA - Compressor Design and Matching, Tentative

Aerodynamic design and compressor matching studies were con-
ducted for 9.5:1 two-stage axial (AA) and single-stage cen-
trifugal compressors (C). Seven matching combinations were
compared. and the best was tentatively selected to be a single-
spool compressor (SS) with variable inlet guide vanes (VIGV)
for axial compressor and fixed geometry (FG) for a centrifugal
compressor (AAVIGV + CFG). Aerodynamic design and compressor
matching were conducted for 10.5:1 and 11.5:1 compressors with
the selected AAVIG'V + CFG matching combination.

1.3.3 Task IB - Engine Cycle Analysis

Engine cycle analysis was conducted based on cycle assumptions
from Task IA, exccept that compressor performance is from Task
IIA. Optimum design-point pressure ratio -was selected to be
P4&/Pit = 10.5:1 and compressor cycle requirements were esti-
mated.

1.3.4 Task IIB - Compressor Design and Matchina

Pursuant to the design of the selected compressor (AAVIGV +
CFG, P4/p, at 60-percent power =10.5:1), initial iterations
were conducted to establish the aerodynamic design, matching,
and mechanical configuration. Based on the results of these
initial design -iterations,a design redirection was determined
to finalize the design of an AVIGV + CFG compressor (P4/Pj at
60-percent power =10.5:1).

1.3.5 Task III C-iCmpressor Performance Predictions

Compressor performance predictions for the final compressor
are displayed; axial and centrifugal tip-velocity tria:Lgles
are shown for 30-, 60-, and 100-percent-power points.

2
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1.3.6 Task IV - Engine Performance Predictions

E~ngine cycle analysis was conducted based on cycle assumptions
from Task IA and final compressor design (P 4/P 1 = 10.5, AVICV
+ CFG). Data are displayed as listed in Figure 1.

-3
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2.* TASK IA, ENGINE 17MLE ANALYSIS (TENTATIVE)

2.1 GENERAL

Engine cycle analyses were conducted to select the best comn-
birzation of cycle pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature
for minimum SFC at the 60-percent-power (first priority) and
30-percent-polwer (second priority) points. Analyses included
design and off-design operation for an assumed engine with
advanced components.

The engine configuration selected for study was a front-drive
turboshaft% engine with a free turbine. Fixed turbine geometry
was assumed. The engine was sized for 3.0 pounds per second
airf-low at the 60-percent-power point designated for this
study as tthe design point. The 100-percent-power point -was
defined for operation at 25000F turbine inlet temperature

* (TIT).

2.*2 DESIGN-POINT CYCLE ASSUMPTONS

Design-point cycle assumptions were estimated to reflect ad-
vanced tecbnology achievable wi thin a 3-year development
period..

CORponent and overall compressor performance estimates fordesign-po.nt operationi were made as reported in Paragraph
2a,46.1~. All other cyclie assump~tions were made as sinmarized
in Appendix I of th-is report. !2ogether, these estimates

form the basis of the deaig-n-poirrt. anaiyses conducted for
this program.

2.2.1 Coi xessor Performance Estimates 'Dffesign-point)

Overall ~ ~ J copeso fice estimates were made based
current -technology- and on advanced technology projection
considered to be achievable within a 3-year development
Period. This study was comupleted for the two multistage
compressor configurations of interest in this program--a
single-stage axial plus single-stage centrifugal configura-
tion, and a ltwostage axial plus single-stage centrifugal
configuration. T-he component performance estinkates are
based on examination of test data and advanced technology
projections for single-stage axial, two-stage axial, and
single-stage centrifugal compressors, as reported in t'le
following subparagraphs. The overall compressor efficiency
levels are based on the axial and centrifugal compressor
predictions, with optimum matching assumed for peak efficiency
operation of all compressor stages for all design-point
pressure ratios considered.
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2.2.1.1 Single-Stage Axial Compressors

The data for nine single-stage axial compressors examined
included stage efficiency, pressure ratio, surge margin,
and tip speed as displayed in Figure 2. The data in-
cluded maximum efficiencies observed at design speed and
at some off-design speeds as noted. The data displayed
were reported from 1961 through 1968 and include the
results of the advanced technology compressor developed
under contract to USAAVLABS and reported in Reference 1.

Figure 2 contains the values of efficiency versus pres-
sure ratio and surge margin versrs tip speed for the
various data and displays the current and projected
efficiency levels versus pressure ratio. The envelope
of the data is used to define design-point efficiency
levels for current technology.

For axial compressors used to supercharge centrifugal
compressors, efficiency increases over the current
level indicated in Figure 2 will probably come from
loss reductions at supersonic Mach numbers and at high
diffusion factors. As tip speed is increased to ac-
commodate present D-factor limits, the rotor hub/tip
ratio increases. This increase in hub-tip ratio is
limited by the amount of interstage duct distortion
between the axial and centrifugal stages. As a con-
sequence, rotor tip and rotor and stator hub D-factor
limits must be met with increasing blade number and/or
chord length as single-stage pressure ratio increases.
Either approach increases wetted area and wake sizes.
As chord length increases, blade aspect ratio decreases.
This is a direction toward decreased efficiency.
Limiting the increase in hub/tip ratio results in
lower rotor tip speeds than might otherwise be chosen,
but tip relative Mach numbers of 1.5 or over will still
have to be accepted at stage pressure ratios from 2.5
to 3.0.

A 3-year efficiency improvement line has been projected
as shown in Figure 2. No efficiency gain is expected
at single-stage pressut -rtios of 1.7:1 or lower. The
greatest imprpv I-n! is expected at pressure ratios
greater than 2.0:1, where Mach-nwmber and D-factor limits
are taxed the most. Benefits will more probably be

7
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derived frcm extending Mach-number/D-factor limits than
from re-I'cing minimum loss. Some success has been shown
with tandem cascades in extending the D-factor limit.
New supersonic blade sections and new design approaches
could possibly be conceived to reduce shock losses.

2.2.1.2 Two-Stage Axial Compressors

Test data were examined for five two-stage axial com-
pressors and included stage efficiency, pressure ratio,
surge margin, and tip speed as displayed in Figure 3.
The data for the tro-stage axial compressors included
maximum efficiencies observed at design speed and at
some off-design speeds as noted.

Figure 3 displays the values of efficiency versus pres-
sure ratio and surge margin versus tip speed for the
various data and displays the current and projected
efficiency levels versus pressure ratio. The envelope
of the data points is used to define design-point ef-
ficiency levels for current technology.

The two-stage axial compressor efficiency levels pro-
jected for advanced technology, achievable within a
3-year period, are not expected to change. The two-
stage axial compressor consists of stages with indi-
vidual pressure ratios from 1.5 to 2.0. Little im-
provement in single-stage efficiency level is expected
in this range, as reported above. The gain for the
tu--stage compressor is expected to come from improved
matching to achieve the current efficiency levels with
increased surge margin for the peak efficiency operating
points.

2.2.1.3 Single-Stage Centrifugal Compressors

Test data were examined for various single-stage cen-
trifugal compressors as obtained from 32 separate
tests. The data included the results of the advanced
technology comprcessors developed under contract to
USAAVLABS and reported in Reference 2.

Figure 4 displays the values of polytropic efficiency
versus specific speed. Because of the wide range of
possible design-point pressure ratios (5:1 to 10:1),

9
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polytropic efficiency is a bet-ter reference of theI

state of the art than is adiabatic efficiency, since
it is more indicative of aerodynamic losses. Specific
speed has been chosen as the independent variable,

since centrifugal compressor efficiency depends on
rotational speed and flow rate as well as pressure
ratio. The envelope of the data points is u-ed to

technology. This envelope is partially determined by

the USAAVLABs advanced technology compressor data, as
noted in Figure 4, for specific speeds up to 50 (N5).

Advanced technology efficiency levels are also shown
in Figure 4. These efficiency levels are expected to
be achieved by minimizing the rotor and vaneless dif-
fuser combined loss.

Polytropic efficiency has been used since it is a
direct- measure of fluid mechanic losses. Adiabatic
efficiency rates the work done by the compressor to
an equivalent isentropic process. This is not a
measure of fluid mechanic losses, but only an indica-
tion that they exist. From the simple energy equation,

dh = tds + -1 dp (1)
P

Polytropic efficiency is defined from static properties
as follows:

flp L! (2)

Howe'ver, stagnation properties are widely used to
evaiuate the polytropic efficiencies of compressors.
Adding the change in kinetic energy to both sides of
the simple energy equation,

V2  1- V2
dh +d-=dH- =tds dp +d-2 (3)

Polytropic efficiency based on stagnation properties
as coimnonly used for turbomachinery is then

A,dP + d
0I 2H (4)
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Equation 4 shows that polytropic efficiency is a measure *
of change in static pressure and kinetic energy actually
achieved for the thermodynamic energy supplied. A
constant polytropic efficiency over a pressure ratio
range from 5:1 to 10:1 indicates that aerodynamic losses
are proportional to the compressor work. A drop in
polytropic efficiency indicates proportionately higher
losses as compressor work increases.

As used here, specific speed is defined with the volume
flow represented by the square root of the product of
the compressor inlet and outlet volume flow rates,
namely,

--- , -- = t = ( 5 )

Also, the compressor input head is used instead of the
output head. The full definition, in terms of the
familiar specific speed, is

III

Ns' = XJ_ I N( ( 2 )V4(I

N'= Ns (_i&1/14 (*c(

i/

2.2.1.4 Multistage Axial-Centrifugal Compressors

Based on the above studies of current and advanced
compressor stage performance, multistage axial-
centrifugal compressor efficiency estimates were made
for design-point operation. An optimum stage match
for maximum efficiency of the compressor stages was
assumed at all design-point pressure ratios considered
(6:1 through 24:1). Estimates were completed for the
following multistage compressors:

Ih . Single-stage axial plus centrifugal,
current technology

2. Single-stage axial plus centzifugal,
advanced technology

13



3. Nwo-stage axial plus centrifugal,
current te.ýhnology

4. lwo-stage axial plus centrifugal,
advanced technology

"The overall compressor efficiency was maximized by itera-
tive calculations for assumed work splits between the
a-iai and centrifugal components. Calculations were
made for selected design-point pressure ratios of 6, 12,
18, and 24. Results were plotted to display axial com-
preasor work, centrifugal compressor work, and overall
compressor efficiency versus axial compressor pressure
ratio. A typical working plot ia shown in Figure 5 for
the selected design-point pressure ratio of 18:1 and
60,000 rpm. For this case the maximum overall comp--essor
efficiency occurs at an axial compressor pressure ratio
of 2.27:1. This results in 81 percent of the work being
done in the centrifugal compressor, which shows the
domination of this stage on the overall compressor per-
formance characteristics.

Since no single compressor speed can be Relected for the
broad range of design-point pr.sure ratios being con-
sidered here (6:1 to 24:1), calculations were made for
speeds of 50,000, -50,000, and 70,000 rpm. Tr.hese speeds
were selected for this 3.0-pound-per-second compressor
to bracket the optimum speed that might be selectdd for
any design-point pressure ratio Ln the range of interest.

The results of these calculations based on the single-
stage axial, two-stage axial, and single-stage centrif-
uqgal compressor estimates reported in the paragraphs
obove are displayed in Figures 6 and 7, and represent
the design-point compressor performance estimates as
noted,

These results show that the maximum overall compressor
efficiency decreases with increasing pressure ratio for
a given speed, due in part to the resulting decreases in
centrifugal compressor specific speed. For a given
design-poinL pressure ratio, the overall compressor
efficiency is higher for higher speeds because of the
resulting higher specific speed of the centrifugal com-

S~pressor.

It shculd be noted that increases in the centrifugal
compressor efficier;y levels abov those shown would
effect the optimum work split -o c -crease the pressure
ratio of the axial compressor .or maxim-ura overall
compressor efficiency. Similarly, increase!, in the axial

14
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compressor efficiency levels above that shown would
effect an increase in the axial compressor pressure
ratio for maximum overall compressor efficiency.

An effect similar to this is evidenced in Figurep
6 and 7 by observing the reduction in axial com-
pressor work for higher selected rotational speeds.
The h 'I gher rotational speeds result in higher
specific speeds and, hence, higher efficiencies
for the centrifugal compressor, thereby affecting
the work split toward increased work in the cen-
tri fugal compressor.

2.2,2 Tentative Compressor Selection, AA+-C Versus M-C

In order to make a tentative selection of one versus two
axial plus centrifugal compressor configuration, a qualitative
examination was made of the relative merits for the two
approaches. Table I presents a comparison of some of the
more important eng--ne parameters.

TABLE 1. QUALITATIVE COMPARISON OF AXIAL-CENRIFUGALL
COMPRESSORS, AA + C VERSUS A + C

Engine Parameter AA + C A + C

SFC +

Performance I c+I Power +

lResponse, polar moment of inertia +

ke-ight 0 0

Diameter +

Kvelope 
-egt

.. liability (Mechanical) +

ýOst +___

+ = advantage

0 = standoff

16
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These comparative results show that, based on performance con-
siderations the AA+C combination shows an advantage over the
A+C compressor. Considerations of envelope, reliability, and
cost- show an advantage for the A+C compressor. In order to
achieve a useful compressor with the nýest possible perform-
ance, the AA-tC compressor configjuration was chosen for tenta-
tive evaluation. Clearly this is a marginal choice, since
the benefits of the AA+C compressor must be compared against
the length, cost, and simplicity penalties resulting from the
added stage.

This was intended to be a tentative selection, subject to re-
examination as additional information becomes available. Re-
examination of this choice was made as reported in Paragraphs
3.2 and 5.3, and ultimately resulted in the final configura-
tion of an A+C compressor for this program.

2.3 DESIGN-POINT ANALYSIS

The design-point analysis was conducted based on the cycle
assumptions established to be representative of advanced
engine component performance levels as reported in Para-
graph 2.2 and Appendix I of this report.

Gasifier cooling airfiowvs were treated as a parameter in this
study to better determine the effect of this variable .sn
engine performance and on selection of optimum design-point
pressure ratio. Coolling-flow values included in the analysis
were 0, 3, 6, and 9 percent of the compressor airflow.

The design-point analysis was completed for cycle pressure
ratios of 8:1 to 20:1 and for TIT of 1600 0F to 25000F. The re-
suits are displayed in Figures 8 through 11 ar4 show the re-
lationship of specific power and SFC versus cycle pressure

atofor 0-, 3-, 6-, and 9-percent cooling airflows, re-
spectively.

These plots show a relat-ively flat characteristic of SFC
versus compressor pressure ratio due to cycle, accounting for
compressor and gasifier turbine efficie y degradation with
increasing cycle pressuare ratio. Compa-rison of Figure 11
with Figure 8 shows the effect of 9-percent cooling air-flow
on the SFC levels and on the compressor pressure ratio
selectiLon for minim-am SFC. Values for 2100OF operation with
9-percent cooling flow are: minim-am SFC = 0.480 at 10.5:1
compared t%.o 0-percent cooling flow values of minimum
SFC = 0.448 at 12:1.
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Since the engine configuration selected for this study is a
free power turh-ne with fixed turbine geometry sized for
2500OF TIT at 100-percent pow;er, it was estimated that 60-per-
cent power would be achieved at approximately 2100OF TIT.
Furthermore, it was projected that 9-percent cooling flow for
a gasifier turbine, of the approximate description considered
here, would be achievable within a 3-year develupment period.
Based on this, a tentative selection for design-point pres-
sur; ratio was -nade for 10.5:1, and a preliminary target for
SFC was established as 0.46,0 for the case of no design-point
compressor efficienc, degradation due to matching.

These values include only a preliminary accounting for the
effect of off-design componen4 efficiencies (at 100-percent
Power) on the desian point -IT', and io accounting for the off-
design component efficiencies on SF%! at 30-percent power
(second priority). Therefore, selection was made of several
design-point pressure ratios to bzacket the 10.5:1 choice.
The design-point pressure ratios selected for off-design
analyses are 9:1, 10:1, 11:1, 12:1, 13:1, and 14:1.

2.4 OFF-DESIGN CYCLE ASSUMPTIONS

The engine cycle analysis for off-design performance was
based or. advanced component performance levels as estimated
for the design-point analysis, reported in Paragraph 2.2, and
on component off-design characteristics as estimated for this
task and repoited herein. The component off-design charac-
teristics estimated for this study include nondimensionalized
gasifier and power turbine maps and an idealized compressor
map.

The idealized compressor map includes no surge or choke limits
but provides a nondimensionalized schedule of compressor ef--
ficiency and pressure rise with speed.

Thi-se component maps and all other estimated off-design
characteristics are reported in Appendix iI of this report
and, a1',ng with the design-point cycle assunptions reported
ir, Paza.raph 2.2, form the basis of the off-design analysis
reporteo in Paragraph 2.5.
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2.5 OFF-DESIGN ANALYSIS

Engine cycle analyses for off-design performance were con-
ducted for the cases selected from ths design-point study.
The selected cases were for design-point pressure ratios of
9:1, 10:1, 11:1, 12:1, 13:1, and 14:1. For each selected
design-point pressure ratio, iteration was conducted to
achieve 2500 0 F TIT for 100-percent power. The plotted re-
sults are presented in Figures 12, 13, and 14.

Figure 12 shows the relationship of gasifier speed/gasifier
design-pcint speed, and corrected flow versus design-point
pressure ratio. Both are constant for each selected power
conditizn as follows:

100-percent power - 108.4-percent speed - 3.64 lb per sec

60-percent power - 100-percent-speed - 3.0 1b per sec

30-percent power - 94.0-percent speed - 2.35 lb per sec

20-percent power - 88.4-percent speed - 2.09 lb per sec

Figure 13 shows the relationship of pressure ratio versus
design-point pressure ratio for each selected power condition,
as follows:

100-percent power - (P 4 /P 1 ) 1 0 0 = 1.31 (P.iP;)DP

60-percent power - (P 4 /PI)60 1.00 (Pi/P.)DP

30-percent power - (P 4/P 1 ) 3 o = 0.735 -.P4 /P,) 'DP
20-percent power - (P,4/P1 )30 =0.673 (P 4 /P1 ) 'DP
20-percent power - (P1,/P.1)2o 0.67 (P.iP-_) DP

Figure 14 shows the relatioi±ship of TIT (*F) and of SFC to
design-point pressur-e zatio. Inspection of this figure shows
that the minimum SFC for 60-percent power occurs at a design-
point pressure ratio of 10.75:1. Further, the minimum SFC
for 30-percent power (second priority) occurs at a design-
point pressure ratio of 10.0:1. Based on this and the
relatively flat characteristic of the SFC for 60-percent power
near the minimum value, a design-point pressure ratio of
10.5:1 was tentatively ss)( :ted.
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Clearly, this selection, based on the preliminary data of this
phase, is subject to uncertainty due to approximations that
are inherent in the idealized compressor map. For this rea-
son, neighboring design-point pressure ratios were also
selected for further study in order to facilitate a firmer
selection of an optimum design-point pressure ratio and to
better estimate compressor design requirements for Task IIB.

Final selection from this phase activity was made for 9.5:1,
10.5:1, and 11.5:1 design-point pressure ratios. A plot
showing compressor pressure ratio versus corrected flow for
these three cases is presented in Figure 15. These three
preliminary engine operating lines display the compressor
design requirements for the tentative compressor design and
matching studies oE T3sk IIA.
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3. TASK IIA, PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND MATCHING (TENTATIVE)

3.1 GENEPRL

This section presents the results of compressor preliminary
dcsign and mal-ching studies conducted to select the best com-
pressor combination for the engine cycle identified in Task
IA and discussed in the previous section. Certain relation-
ships between compressor operation at design speed and power,

Sand at other oper.,ting conditions, govern important factors
of the compressor matching problem. These relations are
derived in Appendix I11, and their effect on compressor corn-
ponent operation is developed. Seven compressor combinations
are then analyzed and their performance is compared.

3.2 PRELIMINlARY DESIGN OF AXIAL AND CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

Preliminary design was conducted for axial and centrifugal
compressors and was based upon the compressor design require-
ments as established by the tentative engine cycle analysis
of Task IA, Section 2.0, and as displayed in Figure 5. These
compressor design requirements are estimates based on the
idealized compressor map employed in Task IA and on the
selecned design-pi;nt pressure ratios of 9.5:1, 10.5:1, and
11.5:1.

In order to resxamine the choice of one versus two axial plus
centrifugal compressor configurations (refer to Paragraph
2.2.2), a comparison was made for the selected design-point
pressure ratios. Results are presented in Table II.

Table II shows that a two-stage axial plus one-stage centrif-
ugal (AA ;- C) compressor can be expected to yield a higher
design-point compressor efficiency, by 0.5 to 0.9 point (de-
pending on the final design-point pressure ratio), than that
expected from a one-stage axial plus one-stage centrifugal
(A + C). Furthermore, the off-design compressor efficiency at
100-percent power for the AA + C compressor versus the A - C
compressor can be expected to be 1.0 tc 2.0 points higher.
This will yield a higher design-point cycle temperature for
the AA + C compressor for the given constraint of 25000 F (TIT)
at 100-percent power.
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE
(A - C VERSUS AA + C)

Design-Point Pressure Ratio
(from Task IA)

9.5 10.5 11.5IAx-a! Axial Axial
Com- Com- Com-
ponent 'Overall ponent Overall ponent OveralDescription p 'jp. T) n

Desririn 3/P Ti 3/P' P z/P1

1 Axial + 1- CC !Icentrifugal 1.461 80.8 1.48 79.7 1.50 78.6

12 Axial + 1 .
I entrifugal 2.02 81.3 2.05 80.4 2.09 79.5

Ln_ ::t2 axial

- " 0.7 - 0.9
- C(1 ax:a 10

in addition to zhe foregoing, qualitative evaluation for
these pressure ratios indicates that the ,k-A + C conpressoZ
*5-"1: centrifugal stage for 10.5:1 overal) will be smaller
_n diameter an.d slightly lighter in weight than a shorter
A - C compressor (7.1:1 centrifugal stage for 10.5:1 overal.

Based on this, the choice for the AA - C compresscr confiaura-
tIon :was substantiated for these tentativte compressor design
and matching studies.

Further 5election was made at this Point to Ii.rit i-nJI C
design and matching studies to the case of 9.5:1 dfesign-Lo..1nt
_ressure ratio. This case was selected for rigo-rous evalua-
tion of '-.tchi:ng schemes. The cases of 10.5.. and 11.5:1
were conducted later, based on the matching evaluation, and
are reported in Paz-aqraphs 3.4 and 3.5.
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3.2.1 1wo-Stage Axial Compressor Design, P3/Pl = 2.02:1

The performance characteristics of the two--stage axial com-
pressor were taken from the data of a reference two-stage
compressor of the GTCP660 engine. The particular compres-
sor selected was chosen because of the complete knowledge
of its aerodynamic design and its test results. It was
intended that the compressor designed for this task be as
aerodynamically similar to the reference compressor as
possible. However, the geometry was expected to be dif-
ferent from that of the reference compressor because of
the difference in the design conditions of the two com-
pressors. Consequently, before L-he matching studies of
Task IIA were begun, a preliminary design was performed
for the axial compressor. The purpose of the calculation
was to yield a design whose aerodynamic parameters, such
as diffusion-factor and Macn-number levels, were commen-
surate with those of the reference compressor or good
design practice, whichever was applicable.

The design flow of the axial compressor is 3.0 pounds per
second, and the rotational speed is 60,000 rpm. The flow is
a program specification. The rotational speed is a result of
obtaining a satisfactory combination of inlet axial Mach
number, first rotor tip speed, and inlet hub/tip ratio. An
inlet Mach number of 0.55 and a hub/tip ratio of 0.5 were
tentatively selected. The first rotor tip speed was selected
to be close to that of the reference compressor and compatible
with Figure 3 for good range. This was reconsidered in
Task IIB when the range requirements became fully defined by
the variable-geometry selection. This flow/speed combination
was different enough from the reference compressor to prevent
a di-ect scale.

Another design feature was the specification of zero rotor hudh
e-xit swirl. This specification was intended to minimize the
distortion of the transition section between the axial and
cans rifugai stages.

The pre -mi'iary desian calculation proceeded under the assu-p-
tion of srn3le radial equilibrium. Radiz .ly constant stagna-
tion energy and loss were assumed at each calculation station.
St-nme.nle slope and. cutvature, entropy gradient, and energy
gradient are considered in Task IIB. The design effort in
this task was to establish thzough this simplified procedure
the feassiti.ity of designing under the condition of zero rotor

hub eit relati"ve swirl while not exceedirg established limits
cf certain sarodynamiz criteria. The design results showed
re.•znae Maci-number, air-turning-,-ngle, and diffusion-
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3.2.2 Centrifugal Compressor Design, P4 /P 3 = 5.1:1

The centrifugal compressor was designed with a computer-
programmed procedure that determines the rotor and diffuser
geometry. The rotor is designed from empirical correlations
for surge, choke, slip factor, and efficiency for centrifugal
compressors, with arbitrary values cf blade exit angle rela-
tive to the radial direction. Data have been correlated for
blade exit angle up to 420. The vaneless diffuser uses the
conventional pipe flow analogy with an empirical fri -ion co-
efficient. The vaned diffuser is treated as a cascade and
uses cascade loss and turning-angle correlations to obtain
overall stage performance.

The design configuration was established through a parametric
study involving several aerodynamic parameters. For a given
rotor exit absolute air angle, the performance correlations
contained in the program provide the variation of blade exit
angle with shroud-line relative velocity ratio. This is the
ratio of the rotor outlet/inlet relative velocity at the
shroud. At each relative velocity ratio, the vaneless dif-
fuser gap was varied to obtain maximum overall stage effi-
ciency. The variation of maximum efficiency with shroud-line
relative velocity ratio was then obtained for three values of
absolute exit air angle.

•he results are summarized in Figure 16. The maximum 6ffi-
ciency of the stage increases as the air angle decreases from
750 to 690. The efficiency variation for each air angle
tends to approach a peak value, but then increases linearly.
The reason for this is that the design value of impeller effi-
ciency has not been penalized for impeller rear-disk friction.
As blade exit angle increases, the rotor diameter increases
and exit width decreases. The clearance penalty has been
accounted for, but not the increase in disk friction at the
back of the rotor. Consequently, the curves should probably
reach a maximum.

It was believed that 50° of blade angle represents a realistic
advance in the state of the art. This is only 80 higher than
the maximum for which data has been accumulated, and the disk
friction correction should be small. At 500, the air-angle
value of 690 has the highest stage efficiency. Lower values
of air angle were not examined, since it appeared that, at 500
of blade exit angle, the efficiency is close to maximum.

SThe d-ffusion factor of the second row of the tandem cascade
is shown for reference, since it is the more highly loaded of
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the two rows. The diffusi-.n factor decreases as rotor exit
absolute air angle decreases.

Figure 17 shows the variation of rotor tip radius, rotor exit
width, and clearance efficiency penalty as functions of
shroud-line relative velocity ratio and absolute exit air
angle. The exit width decreases as the air angle decreases
and, to a lesser degree, as shroud-line relative velocity
ratio increas-s. These give consequent increases in clearance
penalty.

Upon completion of the design, the program uses the geometry
to compute the complete performance characteristics from surge
to choke at all speeds of interest. Correlations are included
in the program for efficiency degradation due to Reynolds
number as well as clearance. Both the design and off-design
calculations account for these influences. Only the clearance
penalty was significant; Reynolds number was too high to con-
tribute to loss.

3.3 COMPRESSOR MATCHING STUDIES, AA + C, Ps/PI = 9.5:1

Axial-centrifugal compressor matching studies were conducted
based on tne axial and centrifugal compressor designs con-
ducted for this task and reported in Paragraph 3.2 above.
The detailed preliminary design for these compressors produced
estimated efficiency levels slightly higher than those pre-
dicted in Task IA and produce an overall compressor peak
efficiency (with no degradation for matching) of 0.834.

The objective of these compressor matching studies was to
identify the axial-centrifugal compressor matching scheme
that would hopefully yield this peak efficiency coincident
with the design operating point (60-percent power) and provide
satisfactory operation over the range of 20- to 100-percent
power.

3.3J.1 Initial Studies

-Initial matching attempts were intended to scale the axial
and centrifugal compressors for peak efficiency match at
design flow and employ variable compressor geometry as re-
_quired for off-design surge margin and off-design efficiency.

However, the matching iterations conducted in the preliminary
design of the axial and centrifugal compressors showed the
major problem to be one of achieving a design point match at
part power such as to realize near maximum efficiency in the
axial compressor. This results from the characteristics of
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the gasifier and power turbines (choked nozzles) in relatinc,
the compressor flows, pressure ratios, and speeds for the
various power points, expecially 100- and 60-percent powsi..
This relationship is developed in Appendix III and is il-
lustrated in the following example.

Iterative matching attempts were conducted for representative
axial and centrifugal compressors to achieve near peak effi-
ciency operation at the 60-per-cent-power point while meeting
the off-design compressor requirements of pressure ratio,
efficiency, and flow for 20-, 30-, and 100-percent-power
points. For the case of fixed turbine geometry (and choked
nozzle), the gasifier turbine temperature ratio for off-design
to design-point operation is fixed and, consequentlythe gasi-
fier spool-speed ratio for off-design to design-point opera-
tion is fixed. From Task IA, the 100-percent power require-
ments are compared to the 6i?-percent power requirements and
are repeated here -for clarity:

P4 '01 NJC/A7] 100
C, 1 0 a = 1.21 =' 1'& .31 Is = 108.4
'a-D a60 Ps/ jv1/1M -,

A compressor match based on these required relationships, and
on a fixed comipressor geometry was achieved for an assumed
TIT (maximum) of 25000P. Results are displayed on Figure 18,
'which shows that the design-point operation, illustrated as
Point C, of" the axial compressor is approximately 11 points
below peak efficiency (0.89 minus 0.78).

'While this match results in operation of the axial compressor
near stall at t-he design point, it is more important to ob-
serve the poor match-point efficiency.

The poor match results from the fact that the required match
point on the axial compressor component is forced to a lower
flow than, that coincident with peak efficiency for the design
speed. This is a direct result of the relationship of the
compressor requirements for 100- and 60-percent powe-r points
as determined by the engine cycle analysis in Task. IA, and
repeated above.
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From the axial compressor map, the ratio of choke flows
between design speed and a speed that is 1.085 of design
speed is 1.10. This is not a peculiar feature of the map,
but it can. be shown to be typical. To arrive at the required
1.21:1 flow ratio, it is necessary to select a flow at design
speed that is abaut 10 percent from design-speed choke flow.
This would locate the 100-percent-power point on choke flow
at 1.085 speed ratio. Points A and B on Figure 18 show
this. However, since des4 gn pressure ratio is 2.02:1, Point
A must fall on a speed line less than the one identified
as 1.0. This then becomes the design speed if Point B
combines the pressure ratio of its centrifugal compressor
mat-h point to give the required overall pressure ratio at
100-percent power. The match shows that the overall pressure
ratio is too low. To arrive at the axial/centrifugal pres-
sure ratio at 100-percent power, the axial pressure ratio at
a speed ratio of 1L.085 must increase. As it does, the flow
moves off to choke and, to maintain the 1.21:1 flow ratio,
the flow at design speed moves further from choke flow. At
some point, the speed and flow ratio requirements are met,
together with the overall pressure ratios required at the 60-
and 100-percent-power points. This case is Illustrated on
Figure 18 as Points C and D.

Note that, since peak axial compressor efficiency is near
choke flow, the operating line characteristic forces the
design point to be far from the peak efficiency of the axial
compressor at design speed. To achieve a better design-point
match and meet the off-design compressor requirements, some
form of variable compressor geometry or twin spooling is re-
quired.

One case t;-o be considered would be inlet guide vanes (IGV's)
ahead of the axcial compressor. Actuating IGV's opposite to
the rotor rotation at 100-percent. power shifts the compressor
characteristics toward higher flows and pressure ratios rela-
tive to the design speed characteristics. This would move
the match point toward the peak efficiency-by increasing thle
choke f low ratio (WC10cheW 6~hk) for the fixed speed
ratio.

Another approach would be inlet guide vanes ahead of the
centrifugal compressor. Actuation against rotation of these
IGV s at 100-percent power would increase the pressure ratio
and flow so that the overall compressor requirements at 100-
percerdt power would be met at a higher flow and lower pressure
ratio for the axial compressor. From part A of Figure 18,
Point D would then move to F, and consequently C to E.
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A third approach to be considered is variable diffuser vanes
V(VDV's) for the centrifugal stage. Actuation of VDV's at
100-percent power would increase flow and allow the overall
compressor requirements to be met at a higher flow in the
axial compressor.

Based on these observations, the major advantage to be derived
from variable compressor geometry is modification of the pres-
sure ratio and flow characteristics of the overall compressor
to allow match-point selection on the axial compressor nearer
to choke and hence nearer to peak efficiency. It is not clear
from this example how combinations of these variable-geometry
cases might behave; therefore, they were evaluated and are
discussed in the following paragraphs. The best variable
matching scheme would then have to be compared to twin spool-
ing to make a selection.

3.3.2 Evaluation of Matching Schemes

Based on the observations made in the initial matching
studies, seven matching schemes were selected for evaluation.
Off-design surge margin was a secondary consideration for
these studies.

Since the preliminary designs for the two-stage axial and
single-stage centrifugal compressors used in these studies
are essentially identical, the differences in overall com-
pressor effici.ncy and engine SFC that are reported in the
paragraphs that follow are attributable to the effects of the
compressor matching variation studied. All values except as
noted are based on matching for 2500 0 F TIT at 100-percent
power. The seven schemes studied were for the combinations
of compressors shown on the following page.
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Two-Stage Single-Stage
Axial Compressor Centrifugal Compressor

(AA) (C)

Single Spool

1. Fixed geometry (FG) Fixed geometry (FG)

2. Fixed geometry (FG), Variable diffuser vanes
(VDV)

3. Fixed geometry (FG) Variable inlet guide vanes
(VIGiI)

4. Variable inlet guide vanes Fixed geometry (FG)
(VIGV)

5. Variable inlet guide vanes Variable inlet guide vanes
(VIGV) (ViGVr)

6. Variable inlet- guide vanes Variable inlet guide vanes
(VIGV) plus variable diffuser

vanes (VIGV + VDV)

Twin Spool

7. Fixed geometry (FG) Fixed geometry (Fd)

For each of these combinations.,several matching iterations
were made by use of existing computer programs for compressor
matching and for engine cycle performance. Iterations were
based on compressor matching data and engine cycle data to
effect satis.Eactory matches for minimum SF0 for design-point
operation (60-percent power).

The results of these compressor matching studies are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs. Compressor and compressor-

omnponent maps are included and display the estimated com-
pressor design requirements as determined in Task IA and the
actual engine operating points as determined by engine cycle
analysis (Task IB) based on the respective compressor maps
as reported be low.

Based on these matching studies, a "best', matching scheme was
selected for further evaluation.
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3.3.2.1 Single Spool, AAFG + CFG

A match was achieved for this combinationconsisting
of:

1. Two-stage axial compressor component, fixed
geometry (AAFG)

2. Single-stage centrifugal compressor component,
fixed geometry (CFG)

The results of this study show that the axial compres-
sor operates far from peak efficiency over the range of
20- to 100-percent power. Furthermore, the axial
compressor operates in the stall regime at reduced
power levels. The poor match resulting from t-his com-
bination is evidenced by an overall compressor peak
efficiency of approximately 0.795. This data provides
quantitative evidence of the conclusions made In the
preliminary matching studies. The data for thi 's study
are displayed in the three compressor maps of Figure 19.

The axial and centrifugal compressor efficiency levels
assumed for this study are as estimated by preliminary
design and include no efficiency degradation

CM C , DESIGN).

Parts A and B of Figure 19 display the performance char-
acteristics of the axial and centrifugal compreasors as
they would be obtained from individual component rig
tests for these compressors. Part C of Figure 19 dis-
plays the performance characteristics of the multistage
compressor obtained from the individual performance
characteristics of Parts A and B. The surge line of the
axial compressor is also included on Figure 19C. it
passes between the 30- and 60-percent power points. Of f-
design operation to the left of the surge line of the in-
let stages is a familiar experience in multistage axziall
compressors. The presence of a centrifugal compressor
instead of many more axial stages has not changed this.

on axial-centrifugal combinations, however, multistage
instability bas been experienced at the axial compressor
surge line. This instability occurs over a small range
of flow at any given speed. The reason for this can, be
show-n in Figure 19D.
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On a rig test of the axial compressor, the performance
characteristics are usually obtained from choke to the
surge line. Continued throttling will reveal that the
compressor can be brought out of surge and that stable
operation can exist to the left of the usual surge line.
However, the surge line is not a line, but is a small
range of flow that exists before stable operation can be
achieved with continued throttling. This range of flow
acts as a range of instability for the axial-centrifugal
combination. The multistage compressor will not surge,
but a rig test would reveal an inability to acquix-e data
within this instability range.

Similarly, it will not be possible for an engine to have
a steady-state operating point within this range. From
the proximity of the 20- and 30-percent power points to
the axial compressor surge line in Figures 19A and 19C,
it is conceivable that these power points and, in fact,
all power points below about 50 percent would fall with-
in the width of the range of instability. For engine
operation which would accelerate across the axial com-
pressor surge line, this instability is not a problemi
f or engine operation which demands steady-state power
delivery, it is a problem. Clearly, besides better effi-
ciency matching, a definite amount of margin from axial
compressor surge is needed. Both of these parameters,
overall efficiency and surge margin from axial compressor
surge, will be referred to in the performance displays
through the rest of this report.

Since data to the left of surge is not usually acquired
on test and because of the paucity of data that is
available, a simplified model for the axial compressor
performance to the left of surge was assumed in order
to match with the centrifugal compressor and compute the
multistage performance. Pressure ratio c~haracteristics
were extended at a constant value which was taken as the
surge value. Temperature rise ratio was extrapolated
nearly linearly, concomitant with checks with efficiency
to yield a smooth variation of efficiency with flow at
any given speed, With the axial compressor performance
characteristics thus extended, the overall performance
was computed with centrifugal compressor surge used to
define the surge of the multistage compressor.

Part A of Figure 19 indicates a design-point efficiencY
of 0.77 (3 pounds per second) compared to 0.896 (3.75
pounds per second) at peak efficiency for design speed.
This shows, as did the initial matching studies, t,6he
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desirability of moving the design point toward choked
flow for improved efficiency over the operating range.

Part B of Figure 19 indicates a design-point efficiency
of 0.823 compared to 0.83 at 10-percent surge margin.
Additional matching iterations could effect relocation
of the design point on this map to achieve the peak ef-
ficiency but is unwarranted for this preliminary study.

Part C of Figure 19 indicates a design-point efficiency
of 0.78 with adequate multistage surge margin over the
operating range. Note that the compressor operating line
falls on the maximum efficiency for each speed line. How-
ever, due to the poor component efficiency matILch, the
maximum efficiency levels are significantly lower than
the potential.

The compressor and engine SFC data for this combination
are shown in Table III.

TABLE III. AAFG + CFG COMPRESSOR

Percent W .re/861T
Power (ib/seC) P4 /P 14 (*F) SFC

100.0 3.698 12.57 0.793 2500 0.450~
60A0 2.989 9.50 0.780 12150 0.497'
29.0 2.351 6.93 0.768 1800 0.649
[18.5 2.080 5.92 0.7G2 1650 0.8161

Additional, matching runs were made for lower selected TIT
levels to evaluate this effect on matching. Results
showed no effect on compressor component matching and
showed higher SFC's as predictable for the lower cycle
temperatures. The compressor and engine cycle data
points are shown in Table IV for the case of 2250OF TIT
at 100-percent power.

ITABLE IV. AAPYG + CPG COMPRESSOR (REDUCED TS)

Percent W 4/G1/ Ts a
Power (Ib/se c) P4/P 1_ 714 (OF) SFC

100.0 3.725 12.61 10.793 2250 0.471
59.7 3.014 9.57 j0.780 1940 0.526
29.5 2.391 7.10 I0.769 1650 0.694
21.0 2.170 _A 6.30 0. 76 3 _1550 0.839
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3.3.2.2 Single Spool, AAFG + CVDV

A match was achieved for this combination, consisting
of:

1. Two-stage axial compressor component, fixed
geometry (AAFG)

2. Single-stage centrifugal compressor component,
variable diffuser vanes (ClvDV)

The results of this study show improvement in the
operating characteristics of the axial compressor
compared to the fixed-geometry combination (AAFG +
CFG). However, the axial compressor for this combina-
tion operates at lower than optimum flows over most
of the speed range and near stall at the lower
power points. This match yields an overall compressor
peak efficiency of approximately 0.81 near the 100-
percent-power point.

The axial and centrifugal compressor efficiency levels
assumed for this study are as estimated by preliminary
design and include no efficiency degradation for CVDV
(c =' nC,DESIGN)-

Based on matching iterations for this combination, CVDV
angle settings were selected to be 00 for speeds up to
a )d incl.uding 100-percent design speed, and -20 for
speeds above 100 percent. Note that negative setting
angles denote adjustment to reduce the vane angle with
respect to the radial direction and thereby increase
flow. The data for this study are displayed in the
three composite compressor maps (00 and -20 CVDV setting
angles) of Figure 20.

Part A of Figure 20 displays axial compressor character-
istics and reflects the improved compressor match by
the closer proximity of the operating line to the peak
efficiency region of the axial component. An improvement
in surge margin is also evidenced by this map, and
actuation of the diffuser vanes at the lower power
settings could be considered to achieve additional
surge margin for the low power points.

Part B of Figure 20 displays the centrifugal compressor
characteristics and shows a narrow surge margin at the
100-percent-power point. This would prevent a rematch to
move the 60- and 30-percent-power points nearer to thepeak efficiency operating regime that exists nearer
to surge.
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Part C of Figure 20 displays the overall compressor
characteristics and shows that the operating line falls
very near to the peak efficiencies for the speed lines
over the operating range. Also, the efficiency islands
display higher efficiency levels than were achieved
with the fixed-geometry combination, reflecting sub-
stantial improvement in the compressor match.

The compressor and engine SFC data for this combination
are given in Table V.

TABLE V. AAFG + CVDV COMPP.ESSOR

Percent W ./T/5
Power (Ib/sec) P4/PI (F) SFC

100.0 3.690 1 12.60 0.809 2500 0.444
60.0 2.988 I 9.51 0.801 2130 0.487
30.8 2.389 17.08 0.788 1800 0.616
1952.096 [6.00 10.778 1650 0. 770

3.3.2.3 Single Spool, AAFC- + CVIGV

A match was achieved for this case, consisting of:

1. Two-stage axial compressor component, fixed
geometry (AAPG)

2. Single-stage centrifugal compressor component,
variable inlet guide vanes (CVIGV)

The results of this study show improvement in the
match of the axial compressor compared to the fixed-
geometxy combination (AAFG + CEG) but no significant
improvement compared to the combination with variable
diffuser vanes (AAFG + CIDV). The axial compressor
operates at lower than optimum flows over most of
the speed range and near stall at the lower power
points.

The axial and centrifugal compressor efficiencies
assumed for this study are as follows:

1. Compressor efficiencies are as estimated
by the compressor preliminary design

(Tc= nC, DESIGN).
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2. Compressor efficiencies are as estimated
by the compressor preliminary design
except that the centrifugal compressor
efficiency is degraded to 0.945 of the
design values for operating point(s)
with CVIGV's actuated off 00 setting
angle (n c 0.945 nCC, DESIGN

for CVIGV 0 0*).

Based on matching iterations for this combination,
CV-XGV angle settings were selected to be 00
for speeds up to and including 100-percent design
speed, and -150 for speeds above 10.0 percent.
Note that negative setting angles effect swirl in
the direction opposite to rotor rotation.

1. nC = nC, DESIGN The match for this case
yields an overall compressor peak efficiency
over 0.81 near the 100-percent-power point.
The data are displayed in the three composite
compressor maps (00 and -150 CVIGV setting
angles) of Figure 21.

Part A of Figure 21 displays the axial compressor
characteristics and shows that the match is less
than optimum, as evidenced by the location of the
operating line with respect to the efficiency
islands and to the surge line at the low power
points. Design-point operation is achieved at
0.85 efficiency--approximately 4 points below the
peak efficiency for this stage.

Part B of Figure 21 displays the centrifugal
compressor characteristics and shows that the
operating line provides for adequate surge margin
for this stage. The pressure ratio for this
stage at 100-percent power is substantially
increased by the CVIGV's (6.04 versus 5.63) and
results in a reduced efficiency for this point.

Part C of Figure 21 displays the overall compressor
characteristics and shows that the operating
line falls near the peak efficiency points for
the various speed lines with adequate surge
margin over the operating range. Also, the
efficiency levels are approximately 3 points
higher than those achieved with fixed geometry.
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This match results in a significant improvement
in design-point SFC compared to the fixed-geometry
case. However, the results are obviously opti-
mistic, since no efficiency degradation for
the presence of CVIGV's has been included here.
The narrow surge margin observed for the axial
component may result in axial component stall;
but as in the case of the fixed-geometry com-
pressor, overall compressor surge would not be
expected.

The compressor and engine SFC data for this case
are given in Table VI.

TABLE VI. AAFG + rVIGV COMPRESSOR

= 1C. DESIGN)

Percent / T,'6 IT5
Power (Ib!sec) P ,/P _jThl (*F) SFC

100.0 3.644 12.53 0.802 2500 0.447
59.5 2.983 9.48 0.808 2090 0.486
28.6 2.337 6.90 0.793 1750 0.636
20.9 2.135 6.15 0.785 1650 0.744

2. C= .5 9 CC DESIGN FOR CVIGV 3 00:

The efficiency degradation for this case was
selected to show sensitivity to this parameter
and is considered to be representative of losses
that may be expected for this configuration.

The match for this case yields an overall com-
pressor peak efficiency over 0.80 at the design
point. The data are displayed in the three
composite compressor maps (0 c and -151 CVIGV
setting angles) of Figure 22.

Part A of Figure 22 displays the axial compressor
characteristics. Comparison with Part A of Fig-
ure 20 shows the effect on the 20-, 30-, 60-,
and 100-percent-power points fo- the efficiency
degradation assumed for this case.
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Part B of Figure 22 displays the centrifugal com-
pressor characteristics and shows the effect on
the 100-percent-power point of the efficiency
degradation assumed for this study. Compared to
Part B of Figure 20, the efficiency pressure ratio,
flow, and corrected speed are all reduced.

Part A of Figure 72 shows the effects of a repre-
sentative efficirncy degradation assigned for
this study to tla centrifugal stage for the
presence of CVI.3V's at -150 setting angle (100-
percent power). The composite maps are predictably
similar except for the efficiency levels where the
CVIGV's are actuated to -150 setting angle.

The compressor and engine SFC data for this case
are given in Table VII.

TABLE VII. AAFG + CVIGV COMPRESSOR

ii | ('C = .95l C ,DS G

Percent o ir/d6 Th
Power (lb/sec) Pt/P, T1 .6 I (OF) SFC

100.0 3.542 12.29 0.780 2500 0.460
59.9 2.970 9.44 0.808 2040 0.493
32.1 j2 408 7.18 0.796 1750 0.615
19. 9 12:095 16.021 0.7831 16001 0.7811

3.3.2.4 Single Spool, AAVIGV + CFG

A match was achieved for this case, consisting of:

1. Two-stage axial compressor component,
variable inlet guide vanes (AAVIGV)

2. Single-stage centrifugal compressor
component, fixed geometry (CFG)

The results of this study show a significant improve-
ment in the compressor match and yield efficiency
levels near the full potential for the compressors as
designed. The axial compressor operates at lower than
optimum flows for the reduced power points, but opera-
tion at 60- and 1.00-percent power is near the peak
efficiency points for the respective speeds. The axial
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compressor operates with 5- to 7-percent surge margin
at the 20-percent-power point, and additional surge
margin could be gained for acceleration by actuation
of the AAVIGVs at reduced power.

The axial and centrifugal couupresaor efficiencies
assumed for this study are as follows:

1. Compressor efficiencies are as estimated
by the compressor preliminary design

(Tc= i1C, DESIGN)-

2. Compressor efficiencies are as estimated by
the compressor preliminary design except
that the axial compressor efficiency is
degraded to 0.945 of the design values
for operating point(s) with AAVIGV' s
actuated off 00 setting angle

(71AX = .4 nAX, DESIGN for AAVIGV X 00).

Based on matching iterations for this combination,
AAVIGV- angle settings were selected to be 00 fore
speeds up to and including 100-percent design speed.
and -150 for speeds above 100 percent. Note that
negative setting angles effect swirl in the direction
opposite to rotIr rotation.

1. TC= T.i EIG The match for this case

yields an overall compressor peak efficiency
of approximately 0.82 near the design point
(60-percent power). The data are displayed in
the three composite compressor maps (00 and
-150 AAVIGV setting angles) of Figure 23.

Part A of Figure 23 displays the axial compres-
sor characteristics and shows that the match
is still slightly less than ideal, as evidenced
by the 0.878 design-point efficiency compared
to the 0.89+ peak efficiency. Also, the narrow
surge margin at the low power points may require
actuation of the AAIGV's at these power l evels
for adequate surge margin. This could be accom-
plished without complication but may slightly in-
crease the operating SFC' s for these low power
points.
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Part B of Figure 23 displays the centrifugal
cczapressor characteristics and shows that the j
operating line prc.vides for adequate surge margin
for this stage and is very. close to the peak
efficiency :operation. However, co.parison with
Part B of Figure 14 shows that the operating -

line on the centrifugal compressor map differs
only slightly from that determined for the
fixed-geometry combination (AAFG + CFG).

Part C of Figure 23 displays the overall compressor
characteristics. From this it can be seen that
the operating line falls near the peak efficiency I
points for the various speed Uines with adequate
surge margin over the operating range. Also, the
design-point efficiency is approximately 0.819,
which represents the best match achieved in these
matching studies. I
The compressor and engine SFC data for this case

are given in Table VIII. These results are the best
achieved in these tentative matching studies, but
are clearly optimistic due to the assumption of
no compressor efficiency degradation due to
AAVIGV 's.

TABLE VIIM AAVIGV + ZFG COMPRESSOR (n C C, DESIGN

Percent -WrS TII __ ___s___Power Obsec) P1/P r SFC
'P _____141_________

100.0 3.6401 12.53 0.812r. 2500 0.443
1.5 2.983 9.48 0.819 2085 0.481

30.0 2.378 7.02 0.809 1750 0.611
21.9 2.1-65 6.25 0.799 1650 0 . 713

2. -1Z 0. 9 4 5Sn• DESIGN for AAVIGV 1 01: The
efficiency degradation for this case is con-
sidered to be representative of maximum loss to
be expected and is estimated from GTP331-13 engine
test data incorporating radial inlet guide vanes.
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The match for this case yields an overall compres-
sor peak efficiency of approximately 0.82 near the
design point (60-percent power). The data are
displayed in the three composite compressor maps
(00 and -150 AAVIGV setting angles) of Figure 24.

Part A of Figure 24 displays the axial compressor
characteristics and shows the effect on the 100-
percent-power point of the efficiency degradation
assumed for this study. Compared to Part A of
Figure 22, the 100-percent-power pressure ratio
is increased while the flow is decreased.

Part B of Figure 24 displays the centrifugal
compressor characteristics. Comparison witch
Part B of Figure 22 shows the slight effect on
the 20-, 30-, 60-, and 100-percent-power points
due to the efficiency degradation assumed for
this case. Additional matching iterations for
this combination could shift the operating line
toward reduced airflows and effect some increase
i:- efficiencies over the operating range at the
expense of surge margin.

Part C of Figure 24 displays the overall compressor
characteristics. Comparison with Part C of Figure
23 shows the effects of a representative efficiency
degradation assigned for this study to tb'-- axial
compressor component for the presence of AAVIGV's
at -151 setting angle (100-percent power). The
_cnly difference to be noted is at the 100-percent-
power point. The assumed efficiency degradation
slightly reduces the pressure ratio, flow, and
corrected speed for this point.

The compressor and engine SFC data for this case
are given in Table IX. These values represent a
performance level near the maximum potential for
the compressors as designed and are considered to
be achievable within a 3-year period. The slight
matching improvements apparent for the centrifugal
stage will be considered in the following tasks of
this program.
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TABLE IX. AAVIGV + CFG COMPRESSOR
(nAX =095nAX, DESIGN FOR

AAVIGV 0~.L. 0___)

Percent [) TS
Power (ib/sec) P4 /P', '4 (OF) SFC

100.0 3.563 12.36 0.791 2500 0.456
60.5 2.996 9.520.819 204510.4851
29.2 2.352 6.92 0.808 1700 0.629

20.8 12.129 6.11 0.797 j1600 j0.745

3.3.2.5 Single Spool, AAVIGV + CVIGV

A match was achieved for this case, consisting of:.

1. Two-stage axial compressor component, variable
inlet guide vanes (AAVIGV)

2. Single-stage centrifugal compressor component,
variable inlet guide vanes (CVIGV)

This is the first of two combinations of variable corn-
pressor geometry that were evaluated in this prelimi-
nary matching study. The variable vane rows for the

axal and centrifugal compressors are e: ,isioned as
axial-flow components and would be amenable to simple
control linkage arrangement.

The results of this study show no advantage over the
combination of compressor components employing AAVIGV' s
only; and in fact, for the case of representative ioss
assumptions for the two variable vane rows, a per-
formance degradation is observ*bd. The axial compressor
operates at lower than optimum £1] ows; for the reduced
power points, but operation at 60- and 100-percent
power is near the peak efficiency points for the re-
spective speeds. The axial compressor operates with 8-
to 9-percent surge margin at 20-percent power, and addi-
tional surge margin could be gained for acceleration by
actuation of the variable vane rows at reduced power.

The axial and c--*ntrii igal compressor efficiencies as-
sumed for this study aze as follows:

1. Comprte:s3sor efficiencies are as estimated by
the compressor preliminary design

(-I C, DESIGN).
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2. Compressor efficiencies are as estimated by
the compressor preliminary design except
that the axial and centrifugal compressor
efficiencies are each degraded to 0.945
of -their respective design values (or
operating points) with AAVIGV's and
CVIGV s actuated of f 00 setting angle
(11AX-C =ý 0-945 'IX-C DESIGN for

AAVIGV and CVIGV X 0-).

Based on matching iterations for this combination,
AAVIGV and CVIGV angle settings wera selected to be
00 fo~r speeds up to and including 100-percent design
speed, and -1550 for speeds above 100 percent. Note
that negative setting angles for both AAVIGV' s and
CVIGV' s effect swirl in the direction opposite to
rotor rotation.

1. 11C= TIC DESIGN: The match for this case

yields the same overall compresso-r peak effi-
ciency (0.82) as was observed for Combination 4,
-4onsis ting of AAVIGV + CFG. The peak efficiency
island occurs between the design point (60-percent
power) and surge. The data are displayed in the
three composite compressor maps (00 and -150
AAVIGV and CVIGV setting angles) of Figure 25.

Part A of Figure 25 displays the axial compressur
characteristics and shows a match almost identical
with that of Combination 4, AAVIGV + CFG, except
for the 100-percent-power point, where the pres-
sure ratio and efficiency for the axial compressor
are significantly lower. The design-point effi-
ciency for this compressor component is 0.885
compared to the 0.89+ peak efficiency. As was
discussed for Combination 4. AAVIGV + CFG, the in-
let guide vanes could be actuated at the low power
levels to increase the surge margin without
mechanical complication, but possibly with some
slight increase in ZSFC for the low power points.

Part B of Figure 25 displays the centrifugal com-
pressor characteristics and indicates a match al-
most identical with that for Combination 4,
A.AVIGV + CFG, except for the 100-percent-power
point, where the 1prevsure ratio is significantly
higher and the efficiency is reduced.
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Part C of Figure 2i displays the overall compres-
sor characteristics. It shows that the operating
line falls near the peak efficiency points for
the various speed lines with adequate surge margin
over the operating range. The design-point effi-
ciency is approximately 0.819.

The compressor and engine SFC data for this case
are given in Table X. These results reflect
slightly lower performance than that reported
for the nC = nC, DESIGN study for Combination 4

(AAVIGV + CFG), Paragraph 3.4.2.4.

TABLE X. AAVIGV + CVIGV COMPRESSOR ( =C C DESIG

Percent Wre7 6 T5
Power (l_/sec) P4/P 1  i 4.1  (OF) SFC

100.0 3.615 12.49 0.805 2500 0.447
59.7 2.985 9.49 0.819 2070 0.483
31.8 2.426 7.19 0.814 1750 0.598
19.6 2.104 6.02 0.799 1600 0.759

2. AX-CC 0.945 nAX-CC, DESIGN for AAVIGV +

CVIGVt 0L: The match for this case yields the
same overall peak efficiency of 0.82 as was ob-
served above and as was observed for Combination
4 (AAVIGV + CFG). The peak efficiency similarly
occurs between the design point and the surge
line. The data are displayed in the three com-
posite compressor maps(0 0 and -15* AAVIGV and
CVIGV setting angles) of Figure 26.

Part A of Figure 26 displays the axial compressor
characteristics and shows the effect of the effi-
ciency degradation assumed for this study on the
100-percent-power point. Comparison with Part A
of Figure 25 shows that the pressure ratio is
increased while the flow is decreased.

Part B of Figure 26 displays the centrifugal com-
pressor characteristics. Comparison with Part B
of Figure 25 shows the slight effect on the 20-,
30-, 60-, and 100-percent-power points due to the
efficiency degradation assumed for this case.
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Part C of Figure 26 displays the overall compressor
characteristics. Compariscn with Part C of Figure 25
shows the effects of a representative efficiency
degradation as assigned for this study to the
axial and centrifugal compressor components for
the presence of AAVIGV's and CVIGV's at the
-150 setting angle. The only difference to be
noted is at the 100-percent-power point. The
assumed efficiency degradation reduces the pres-
sure ratio, flow, and corrected speed for this
point.

The compressor and engine SFC data for this case
are given in Table XI. These results reflect
slightly lower performance than that reported
in Paragraph 3.3.2.4 for Combination 4 (AAVIGV +
CFG) with efficiency. degradation for AAVIGV's.

TABLE XL AAVIGV + CVIGV COMPRESSOR

"("AX-CC ! 0.945 1AX-CC, DESIGN FOR
AAVIGV + CV7LGV yf 0-)

Percent TqW a 6" T5
Power (lb/se• P4/Pi 4 1 (1F) SFC

100.0 3.496 12.21 0.777 2500 0.462
60.2 2.974 9.45 0.818 2010 0.489
31.8 2.414 7.15 0.813 1700 0.611
23.1 2.196 6.35 1 0.804 1600 0.713

3.3.2.6 Single Spool, AAVIGV + C(VIGM + VDV)

A match was achieved fur this case, consisting of:

I. Two-stage axial compressor component,
variable inlet guide vanes (AAVIGV)

2. Single-stage centrifugal compressor com-
ponent, variable inlet guide vanes, and
variable diffuser vanes C (VIGV + VDV).

This is the second of two combinations of variable com-
pressor geometry that were evaluated in this preliminary
matching study. The intent of this study was to explore
the performance potential for such a system with full
recognition of the mechanical complexity that would be
required for operation.
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T1he results of this study show no sign4 'ficant advantage
over the combination of compressor components employing
AAVIGV's and CVIGV's only. Similar to the previous
combinations studied, the axial compressor operates at
lower than optimum flows for the reduced-power points,5
with o~peration at 60- and 100-percent power near the
peak etficiency points for the respective speeds. The
axial compressor operates with approximately 7-percent
surge margin at 20-percent power. Additional surge
margin might be gained for acceleration by actuation
of the vari-:able vane rows at -reduced power.

The axial and centrifugal compressor efficiencies as-
sumed for this study are the same as thlose estimated by
the compressor preliminary design study except that the
axial and centrifugal compressor efficiencies are each
degraded to 0.945 of their respective design values for
operating points (s) with -AAVIGVts and CVIGV' s actuated
off 00 setting angle 0rAX-CC _ 0,945 11AX-CC, DESIGN

for AAVIGV, MVIG"1, and CVDV yl 00). This study did not
include analysis for no efficiency degradation, since
data -for this comparison have already been observed for
Combinations 3 (AAPG + CVIGV), 4 (AAVIGV + CFG), and
5 (AAVIGV + CVIGV).

AAVIGV, CVIGV, and CVDV angle settings were selected to
be 00 for speeds up to and including I0n-peercent design
speed, and -l50, -l5o, and -20, respectively, for speeds
above 100 percent. Note that negative setting angles
for both AAVIGV's and CVIGV's effect swirl in the direc-
tion opposite to rotor rotation. Additionally, negative
setting angles for the CVDV's effect adjustment to re-
duce the vane angle with respect to the radial direction
and thereby increase flow.

The match for this case yields a reduced overall com-
pressor peak efficiency of 0.81 compared to 0.82 for
Combinat ions 4 (AAV1GV + CFG) and 5 (AAVIGV + CVIGV)
The peak efficiency island coincides with the operating
line at speeds slightly below the 100-percent-power
s-,ed. The data are displayed in the three composite
compzessor maps (00 and -150, -15'0, and -2c' setting
angles for AAýiIGV's, CVIGV's, and CVDV's, respectively)
of Figure 27.
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Part A of Figure 27 displaya the axial compressor
characteristics. Comparison with the map for Combina-
tion 5 *-AAVIGV + CVIGV), Part A of Figure 26, shows
that the operating points on the axial compressor map
are virtually unchanged by actuation of the diffuser
vanes at 100-percent power.

Part B of Figure 27 displays the centrifugal compressor
characteristics. Comparison here with the map for
Combination 5 (AAVIGV + CVIGV), Part B of Figure 26,
shows the effect of variable diffuser vanes, actuated
for -20 at 100-percent power, on the centrifugal com-
pressor 100-percent-power match point. The principal
result as displayed is to increase the centrifugal com-
pressor efficiency at the expense of surge margin.

Part C of Figure 27 displays the overall compressor
characteristics. From this it can be seen that the
operating line falls near the peak efficiency points for
the operating range. Comparison again with the respec-
tive map for Combination 5 (AAVIGV + CVIGV), Part C of
Figure 26, sh(os that the design points are changed
only slightly by actuating the diffuser vanes at the 100-
percent-power point.

The increase of approximately 0.01 in centrifugal com-
pressor efficiency compared to Combination 5 (AAVIGV +
CVIGV) produces only a fractional gain in compressor
overall efficiency for the 100-percent-power point due
to the simultaneous loss in axial compressor efficiency
and pressure ratio. Based on this, it is concluded that
no significant advantage can be realized for this com-
bination.

The Compressor and engine SFC data for this case are
given in Table xii.

TABLE XIL AAVIGV + C (VIGV + VDV) COMPRESSOR
(TAX-CC = 0.945 n AX-CC, DESIj

FOR AAVIGV, CVIGV, AND CVDV # 00__)
'Percent TS0Power rl~i i % ___ ___

_ ower _ _) P_/P_ __1 (0r) SFC

100.0 | 3.507 12.24 0.778 2500 0.461
60.1 2.980 9.47 0.819 2010 0.489
32.0 2.424 7.18 0.815 1700 0.609
23.4 2.212 6.40 0.807 1600 0.706
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3.3.2.7 Twin S22oI, AAFG + G

Katching studies were conducted for this case, consisting
of:

1. Two-stage axial compressor, fixed geomtry,
coupled to the second stage of a two-stage
gasifier turbine (low-pressure spool)

2. Single-stage centrifugal compressor, fixed
geometry, coupled to the first stage of a
two-stage gasifier turbine (high-pressure
spool)

The intent of this study was to explore the performance
potential of twin-spool matching. Clearly, nothing less
than a significant performance advantage for this case
would justify its selection in light of the complexity
of the mechanical arrangement that would result for the
small, front-drive turboshaft engine assumed for this
program. This mechanical complexity would result for
either a three-coaxial-shaft arrangement or a parallel-
shaft arrangement.

The results of this study show that low-pressure-spool
and high-pressure-spool matches yield high compressor
efficiency levels for both the axial and the centrifugal
compressor. Furthermore, both compressor matches provide
for adequate surge margin over the operating range from
20- to 100-percent power. However, engine cycle data
show that the effect of gasifier turbine component effi-
ciency degradation resulting for twin spooling partially
offsets the high compressor performance.

The matching c--Iucted in this study is basea on axial
and centrifugal compressor characteristicb as estimated
in the preliminary compressor design for this task ard
as follows:

1. Engine component efficiencies (exzluding
compressors) and cycle assumpt.ions are
as reported for Task IA design-point
studies, Paragraph 2.2 (reference Appendix
I) and off-design studies, Paragraph 2.4
(reference Appendix II). Gasifier turbine
stages 1 (high-pressure spool) and 2 (low-
pressure spool) each operate with the
efficiency estimated for the %.wo-stage
gasifier turbine (nHPT = nLPT = nGT, DESIGN).
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2. Same as (1) except that efficiencies
of the second-stage gasifier turbine
(low-pressure spool) are degraded by

4 percent hnHPT = nLPT = 0.96 n GT , DESIGN).

Analysis was made based on the assumptions given in (1)
and (2), and results are discussed below.

n nHPT = nLPT = nGT, DESIGN - The axial and cen-

trifugal compressor characteristics for this
case are identical with those displayed in Figure
28 for the case with gasifier turbine efficiency
degradation. The operating points for this case
would be slightly different from those shown on
Figure 28.

The data from this match, which are given in Table
xIiI show a design-point SFC of 0.483 (TIT = 20606F)
compared to design-point values for Combination 4
(AAVIV + CFG) of 0.481 (TIT = 20850 F) and 0.485
(TIT = 2045 0 F) with efficiency degradation.
Further comparison with off-design values showed
a slight advantage for twin spooling compared to
the data for Combination 4 (with efficiency de-
gradation). Clearly, no significant advantage is
evidenced for this case of twin spooling, notwith-
standing the fact that the twin-spool data are
somewhat optimistic.

TABLE XIII. •T•IN-SPOOL COMPRESSOR, AAFG + CFG
_ _HPT = nL'PT n GT, DESIGN)

Percent W / 6 - T5
Power (lb/sec) P4/P 1  ni4 (-F) SFC

100.0 3.658 12.62 0.799 2500 0.449
59.5 3.020 9.56 0.819 2060 0.483
29.5 2.420 7.10 0.819 1700 0.614
22.2 2.238 6.41 0.816 1600 0.701

2. ?HPT =mT, DESIGN : "LPT ' 0.96 nLPT, DESIGN

The axial and centrifugal compressor characteris-
tics for this case are shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28(A) displays the axial compressor charac-

teristics and the 20-, 30-, 60-, and 100-percent-
power operating points. The design-point match
(60-percent power) is very near the peak efficiency
for this compressor And shows an efficiency of
0.884. Adequate surge margin is evidenced over the
operating range, including approximately 19 percent
at 20-percent power.

Figure 28(B) displays the centrifugal compressor
characteristics and the 20-, 30-, 60-, and
100-percent-power operating points. The resultant
operating line for this stage provides for adequate
surge margin over the opezating range, including
approximately 16 percent at 20-percent power.

The compressor and engine SFC data for this task are
given in Table XIV. The performance levels indi-
cated are considered to be achievable with the
gasifier turbine efficiency degradation assumed for
this study. Comparison of these data with those
reported for Combination 4 (AAVIGV + CFG), Paragraph
3.3.2.4, Table XIV, showed comparable performance
levels, with a slight advantage for the AAVIGV
+ CFG combination.

TABLE XIV. '.'WIN-SPOOL COMPRESSOR, AAFG + CFG
UHPT = nGT, DESIGN: nLPT = 0.96

nGT, DESIGN•_)

Percent WP/6 T 5
Power (ib/sec) P4/P1 n• (OF) SFC

100.0 3.662 12.68 0.800 2500 0.454
59.5 3.031 9.58 0.820 2060 0.489
29.4 2.4:6 7.10 0.819 1700 0.623
22.2 2.245 6.41 0.816 1600 0.713
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3.3,2.8 Selection of Matching Scheme

SThe results of these matching studies are presented and
compared i-. the above paragraphs, 3.3.2.1 through
3.3.2.7. The compressor maps presented show that the
Sprincipal variations for the schemes studied are in
the axial compressor match points. Except for Combina-
tion 1 with fixed geometry (AAFG + CFG), only minor dif-
ferences were observed in the overall compressor effi-
ciencies, and differences in SFC's were largely
attributable to the various design-point TIT's.

A su•mary of comparisons is as follows:

SINGLE SPOOL

(1) AAFG + CFG combination yields a poor design-
point efficiency match and red. .:ed-power operation
of the axial compressor in stall.

(2) AA'-G + CDV combination yields a design-point
efficiency approximately 2 points below Con-
bination 4 (AkVIGV + CFG) but shows an SFC only
slightly higher due to the higher v-auch TIT
(+85*F). The axial compressor operates near

stall ar reduced powers.

(3) AAFG + CVIGV combination with representative
efficiency degradation yields design-point
efficiency approximately 1 point below Com-
bination 4 (AAVIGV + CFG) with correspondinqly
higher SFC. Axial compressor operates near
stall at reduced power.

S'4) AAVIGV + CFG combination with representative
efficiency degradation yields- the best design-
point efficiency, 0.819, and the e-.tst SFC, 0.435.
Axial compressor operation at reduced power re-
quires AAVIGV actuation for stall margin.
3elected as the best matching schexe.

(5) AAV'IGV + CVIGV and (6) AAVIGV + C MUG; + VDV)
with representative afficiency degradation yields
design-point efficiency identical with that of
Combination 4 (AAVIGV + CFG) but slightly higher
SFC due to lower match TIT (-31)F). Axial co=.-
eressor operation at reduced power requires AAVIGV
actuation for stall margin. qhese are mechanically
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complicated compared to Combination 4
(AAVIGV + CFG).

TWIN SPOOL

(7) AAFG + CFG combination yields design-point effi-
ciencies identical with those of Combination 4
(AAVIGV + CFG) but SFC is slightly higher, with
representative gasifier turbine efficiency degra-
dation. Mechanically complicated front-drive
shafting is required.

The selected Combination 4 (AAVIGV + CFG) shows perfor-
mance values below the theoretical peak efficiency for
these axial and centrifugal compressors, including 0.819
versus 0.834 for compressor efficiency and 0.485 versus
0.479 for engine SFC at 2045cF (TIT). However, addi-
tional matching iterations would effect some improvement
for this case, but are not warranted for the tentative
studies of this task.

3.4 CEMPRESSOR DESIGN AND MATCHWNG, AAVIGV + CFG,
P4/Pj = 10.5:1

The aerodynamic design was conducted for a two-stage axial
plus ce-ntrifugal compressor for the 10.5:1-design-point pres-
sure ratio selected in Task IA, Section 2.0. The axial and
centrifugal compressors were configured for 2.06:1 and 5.1:1
design-point pressure ratios, respectively, based on the opti-
mum work-split calculations of Task IA.

The compressors were then matched by employing the matching
scheme as selected in Paragraph 3.3.2, AAVIGV + CFG. The
design and matching data are displayed in the three co.mposite
maps (00 and -!51 AAVIGV setting angles) of Figure 29.

Ther-a results include no efficiency degradation for AAVIGV's
and can be compared to the results for the 9.5:1-pressure-
ratio cmxpressor rcported in Paragraph 3.3.2.7, Figure 25.

These compressor data, along with the data for the 9.5:1 and
11.5:1 (Paragraph 3.5) compressors, are the !.asis for Task IB
cycle studies to determine the optimum design-point pressure
ratio for the engine ass-zmed for this program.
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3.5 COMPRESSOR DESIGN AND MATCHING, AAVIGV + CFG,
PiPI = 11-5:1

The aerodynamic design was conducted for this two-stage axial
plus centrifugal compressor for the 11.5:1-design-point pres-
suLe selected in Task IA, Section 2.0. The design aiid match-
ing were conducted identical with that reported in Paragraph
3.4 except that the axial and centrifugal compressors were
configured for 2.09:1 and 5.5:1 design-point pressure ratios
respectively.

The desigrn and matching data are displayed in Figure 300,
which can be ccmpared to Figures 29 (10:5:1. and 25 (9.5:1).
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4. TASK IB, ENGINE CYCLE ANALYSIS

4.1 GENERAL

This task was conducted to (1) produce engine performance data
for the various compressor matching schemes compared in Task
IIA, Section 3.0, (2) effect a firm selection of the optimum
design-point pressure ratio, and (3) estimate an engine
operating line to display final compressor design requirements
for Task IIB.

4.2 CYCLE ASSUMPTIONS

Advanced technology component performance levels have been
assumed for these analyses and are identical, except as noted,
with the design and off-design assumptions reported fox Task
IA in Paragraph 2.2 (refer also to Appendix I) and Paragraph
2.4 (refer also to Appendix II) except for the assumed com-
pressor performance. The various compressor performance and
operating characteristics assumed in these cycle analyses are
as estimated in Task IIA, Section 3.0.

4.3 COMPRESSOR MATCHING STUDIES. P4 /Px = 9.5:1

Engine cycle analyses were conducted for the various compres-
sor matching studies conducted in Task IIA and reported in
Paragraph 3.3.2. The compressor matching variations studied
consisted of various matching arrangements of a two-stage
axial compressor (AA) and a single-stage centrifugal compres-
sor (C). The matching arrangements studied consisted of com-
pressor configurations employing fixed geometry (FG), variable
inlet guide vanes (VEGV's), and variable diffuser vanes
(VDV's).

The perf.1rmance data for these studies were reported, in part,
in Paragraph 3.3.2 and are more fully presented in Table XV.

To indicate the proximity of the operating points from the
multistage compressor instability (discussed in Section 3.0),
the margin of the operating points from axial compressor surge
is indicated in Table XV. For instance, on Table XV, what is
displayed for axial compressor surge margin at 20 percent
power for AAVIGV - CFG (Combination 4, 5.3 percent surge
margin) is in reality the margin from the multistage compressor
instability band. It will be recalled that this is a narrow
range of instability for the multistage compressor and that
hard surge does not occur until the centrifugal compressor
surges. This is what is referred to in Table XV as overall
surge margin.
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Notice that the surge margins displayed for the centrifugal
and multistage compressors have different values. The reason
for this is that the flows for surge and the operating points
on the overall compressor map must be corrected for the axial
compressor discharge condi :ions (pressire and temperature).

The surge flow of the centrifugal compressor when corrected

for the axial compres3or exit conditions is W . TheS.C. 3PA
value of WS.C. (surge flow for centrifugal compressor) comes

from :he centrifugal compressor map. The actual value of
this surge flow is

ý -WFq3) L3 = w ,
SW-c. ,T- VU3 C.-81

since the compressor maps are displayed for a standard day.
Similarly, for an operating point,

The value of the operating point, Wo., is taken from the

centrifugal compressor map. Surge margin for the operating
points on the centrifugal compressor map S.N is

\-:)/o.P. .c _& scSM.C 3( ) S.C.
Wo.P. t,-- )

Surge margin for the operating points on the overall compres-
sor map, SMO is

"Wo.p. - WS.C.0M •o.p. S•. #SMc
SMO = 9
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• I..'U A

-A "LE ,V . EN 3I ,, CYCLE DAT A (CALCi, LAT MZD) 
-

CCO.OMESSOR MACtafl S-UD2ES

I cltSP6Z-sSOR CCWSPRESSCA COKPRESSOR V OP-l~lIU SPEEW FL40W f PRESM~ E"CIW
06DESIGN) __(CORREECTED; AI

AXWER I ".o I l I CE--..F. CE.z "iF- CE ITR ..- ,

(H) sr P) () % LBSC)~6'k P 1 OVERALL (CL OE~. P 3A P P, Lr7AL O VE8M±L AXIAL MXAL 0VE2.L&-

"!INGLE SPOOL

AAFO 100.0 791.., 0.450 12500-1 107.8 3.698 1.89 2.23 5.63 1-2.517 1.6-51 0.805 0.793
. 60.0 475.0 0.497 2150 99.8 1 2.989 1.63 2.02 4.70 9.50 0.783 0.820 0.780

CF 29.0 229.6 0.649 1800 90.6 2.351 1.47 1.78 3.89 6.97 0.7201 0.828 0.763

________ 18.5 146.2 0.81; 1650 86.1 2.080 1.36 1.70 3.4e 5.57 10.680 I0.828 0.762

.G leduced 100.0 637.1 0.471 2250 108.0 3.7325 12.61 0.793
iTIT 17 F, I 59.7 38C.6 0.526 1940 $SQ1 3.014 9.57 0.780'

Cr0 29.5 187.9 0.694 165: 91.5 2.391. 1-710 IC.769I; 21.0 134 - I0 839 ý1550 aD 0 2 170 3 n .0 7631

LA•FG 0i0 0 . 0 804.2 0.444 2500 108.7 3.690 1.94 2.15 5.86 12.60 0.644 0.824 0.80.
21, 6C.0 481.7 0.487 2130 99.7 2.9.3 1.67 2.02 4.70 9.51 0.843 0.820 0.601

CVDV 33.8 246.8 i.0.616 1100 91.2 389 1.48 1.80 3.93 7.08 0.775 0.827 I 0.786
19.5 156' 0.'77 1650 86.5 , 2-096 1_35 1_70 3-itl 6 00 0-721 0_830 c. -7 78

APG 100.0 788.6 0.447 2500 I 33.644 1.975 2.06 6.02 1;.53 0.880 0.810 I0.802
90.4862090 i 2.993 1.655 2.02 14.69 948 0.855 0.823 0.8.8

CV'-GV 28.6 225.5 0.636 1750 90.9 2.337 1.442 1.80 3.Z3 6.90 0.760! 0.630 0.793
I 2-,.9 164.5 0.744 .1652 87-9 2.135 1.361 1.73 I 3.5 I 6_- s 0.750 I 0.82s I 0.7 5

,I ioo.0 740.1 0.4601 2500 107.0 3.54.2 1i45 2.175 .6- . 12.29 0.8Ss 0.787 3.780
C,,2(o.945) 59.9 4437; 03.493 12040 99. 2.970 1.655 2.02 I 4.66 9.44 0.850 0.825 0.8 --

32.1 237.e 0..15 .15 0 I2.4c0 1.48, 1.81 3.9, 7.18 0.795 0.-30 0.796
- 19.9 14'.'7- 0'81 116" " 7.-_1 _ , 2.09 j 1 340 ,1 73 I3.-48 6 ,,2 .1770 L-•2 -t• ,'63

AAVIGV 100.0 79r7.4 10.443 12500 106.0 I j3.640 1.620 2.28 5.50 I12.53 0.8811 3.820 0.3159.5 473 9 0 -481 12085 ,9.8 I~2.983 1.65,2 2.0: 411 j9.8 c.7- 0.825 0.1
C0 130.0 239.2 0.611 1750 91.1 I Ii :.379 I.442 1.e3 3.84 I .2 0.8"3 3.83 0.809

21.9 174. 91.1 1___ ____ ___ ____ _ . 7 p.02 _______
1Al~095 110. 5. 0.456 1650j 87.9 ____ ~.216 1.3.10 11.75 1.7, 62.3 :,Z29 0.63 3.

5 100.0 755.= 0.45612500 107.4 3.563 i.7•5 2.3; !.28 12.36 0C_832 0.82 .
. A 60.5 457.6 0.35 12045 100.0 2.996 12.02 4.71 9.52 0.88") 0825 o.E9

29.2 220.5 0.629 1,00 90.6 2.352 1.432 1.32 3.80 6.9.: f'.81o 0.630 0.8n?
_20.8 157.2 0-74_ _ 160w 6.1 _ 2.129 1.350 -1.74 I 3.51 _ 1 •6 0I o,0 Io 0-714

59.7 466.9 0.483 12070 93.9 :12.985 I1.650 2.02 4.'70 ?.:9 0.685 0.824 0.819

CViov 131.8 246.6 0.598 1750 S*1.4 2.426 1.462 1.84 3.90 7.19 0.e30 0.828 0.814
1-.6 153.1 0.759 1600k 86.2 2.104 1.340 1.725 3.49 ,6.02 0.S0o 0.o30 0-__

AAVIGV(0.9,5) 10C3. 7 726.6 0.462 2500 106.1 1 3.46 i 1.810 2.20 5.5 9. 12.21 0.8n 7 0. 7-q
60.2 437.7 0.489 2010k 99.7 J 2.974 1.645 2.02 4.68 "9.4 S I 0.8725 0.81 -

CVIGV3(..9456 1 23:.1 0.611 1700 91.2 2.414 I '.455 1.84 3.88 7.15 0."30 0.0.3c 0.813
i 23.1 168.2 0-713 1600 7.9 2.19 1 375 1.76 3.1 , 6.3S 0"815 06 ') .0.804

,AA ic.5) 100.0 "30.9 0.461 2500r 106 2 3.507 1. 217 5.65 12., 0 .70 0.778O7

I 60.1 439.3 10.489 1 0 99.2 2.980 I1650 2 4t9 1 9 .4 0. 0.819 -
2.02 9 4.45 1 e4 3 | 9047 .) • C .- 0 8 3•

VIGV 32.0 233.010.609 17;,1 9).3 2.424 1.458 11.64 3.903 7.38 1.8451 0.8-0 J 0.815
I C (0.945).!23.6170.9 0.7 , .1600 88.0 2.212 1.390 1.75 3.6L 6.40 0.830 0.630 3.807 .

GA~SIriER 23783111 COmLIP - - ~SPOOL
SThOES 1 ABM _ _ _ _ _ ____ __

PC 29.4 229.2 0.623 1700 87.9 94.1 2.476 I 1.526 |1.74 4.08 .0 0.861 o.i2e 0.819
071351.8 1.2 5.66 6 1 .854 0.11 0

22.2 172.7 0.713 1601 3.8 918 245 1.470 1 .850 0.82 0.816

59 .5 468.0 O.Ap3 2060 99.5 100.C 11.020 1.6&4 2.00 4.:8 9.56 0.s8 ! .821 0I.S19
29.5 2?2.1 0.614 1700 e7.9 94.0 2.420 1 1.522 1. 74 4.07 1 ?.10 0.60, 0.828 *.819
22.2 17S.2 1-o701 1600 83.8 91.7 2.238 1-466 5.66 J3.85 6.41 0.s49 0.s2S

GXSIFURM rJRSI%1E COOE.!11 7V111 5POOL

0. 3 IC. 767.3 1.48 12500 113.0 j106.5 3.651 1.8 67 2.23 5.64 0.856 3.866S9.15• 3 466.5 !0.483-1206o0 99. 100. 3 m , .,75 2.0. , 4.. 5 i~e o.S
CF'G j29.3 231.3 0.614 1700 •7,.8 S3.16 2.412 I 1.514 1.75 4. 04 a.57 0 828

2.1 .174-. 3.83 0.81 0 .862"0 8622.1 174.4 0.701 1600 83 -9 91.7 1 2.228 1 -45e 1.66 3 5 3 0593 665 0.832M50 9-.6 100.5 3.063 167 2.C4750823.2kt. At 0.67 100.0 795.5 0.445 250, -13.0 s10.5 " 3.663 1.664 2.24 4 5 1 . 0
59.s 472.7 0-478 2060 99.27 10.0 - .017 1.675 2.01 10."1 0.821
29.7 235.9 Z.603 ~1700 88.0 93.6 1 2.417 * .13 1.75 7 4-01 0.856 0. _828

_________ 22 41 17S 6 0 468 ;SOO 84 91 0-l.e I147 1.7I38 ___ ___________

(0.945) i.d cates efficenecy- ee;radatl - due to vsriabl- geocetry. •ietre 0.945 -= ". var-abl q-;ctry C..- fxxvý 9•ce<, 'y
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TABIZ XV. MIN1E CfCL DATA (CCAlCIATE03
ccKPJWRi.So NATCHING STUDIES

1 1C62VAI=SOR COPBESSOR 1 CO"Ppx.sSSOR
S PEWD FLOW PRESS10-I
DE 083165 CRRCE) RA710

am_______ AXIAL,' CE7VrR.IF- =AIAL CSEF AILLU ~ F

SPZLTIT GVERA.L L3GAL OVEsl 1UA. ?,' IALv CVZRALL AXIAL 1-
CO!V-G7L.?IR0I I N'2X CK) (HP?) SF0 1 (-')V (.M (IQ LBEC [( LB/SIC O P P.'P,

SINGLE SPOOL

1AFG100.0 791.3 0-450 LS00 107. a 3.:696 1.9 9 2.23 S.63 12.57 0.965 0.
* 60.0 475.0 10.497 2L30 99.8 2.589 1.68 2.02 4.70 9.50 0.780 0.

CrG 29.0 229.6 0.649 1900 90.6 j2.351 1.47 !.7e 3. 9 6.93 o.2 0.7 .
__________18.5 146.2 0.816 1650 86.1 ____ 2.080 1.36 1.70 3 48 5'2 060 0

R.educed 100.0 637.1 10.471 2250 108.0 I 3.725 12.61
TIX (-F, 59.7 3S0.6 10.526 1940 99.1 3.014 9.57

CFG 29-5 18?.9 0-.(4 1650 91.5 2.391 1 7.10
_ 21.0 134.0 0.839 1550 88.0 2.170 6.30

AAFG 100.0 804.2 10-444 2500 108 7 3.690 1.94 2.15 I 5.86 12.60 0.o• l 0.
2 - 60.0 48.1.7 10.487 2130 99.7 2.988 1.67 2.02 4.70 9.51 p0.840 0.

CVDV 30.8 246.8 10.616 1800 91.2 2.389 1.48 1.80 3.93 7.08 0.775 0.
19,5 154.' 0.77 1650 86.5 2•096 1 35 170 3-53 6.00 C-.'72S 0-

AAF.G 100.0 788.6 "447 2500 108.3 3.644 1.975 2 08 6.02 12.53 0.880 0.
59.5 468.4 0.486 205(A 100.1 2.983 i.655 2.02 4.69 9.48 0.855 I 0.

"vic' 28.6 225.5 10.636 1750 90.9 2.337 1.442 1.80 3.83 6.90 0.780 0.
20.9 164.5 0.744 1650. 87.T 2.135 1.36S 1.73 3-55 6.IS 0.7505 0.-3• 100.0 740.1 0.460 2500o 17. 3,s42 1 .845 2.175 5.-66 12.29 0o.8s oC%'.V(0. 945) S9.9 443.0 0.493 2040• 99 . 2.970 i-1655 2.02 4-66 9.,.4 'n-8501 0.
32.1 237.20.611 1750L 92 2.408 1.480 1.8i 3.86 7.18 0.8795 G.21.9 174.5 0.71 160 1 2.5 1.340 1.75 3.48 6.02 0.75C 9.

IAVVCV 100.0 797 .4 5 2500 107.4 3.5630 1.750 5o2.3 5-" 12.53 0.83 ° 0.
90.5 473.9 0.481 2045 99.8 2.983 1.652 2.02 4.70 9.52 0.880 O.
2930.0 2.5 0.62 11750 91.1 2.3 378 1.442 1.63 3.84 6.92 0.810 0.

4i921.9 157.25 0.714 16500 87.9 2.165 1.370 1.7! 3.57 6.12 0790. 0.

J'GV(0. 100.0 782.6 0.456 125001 107.4 3.63 1.755 2.34 5,.28 12.36 0.832 o0.

31. 29.2 220 . 629 11700 90.6 2.252 1.432 1.84 3.80 7 0.61 o.830
20.6 157.2 0.745 1__ 87.1 2.109 1.350 1.742 3.51 6.10 0.-85 0.

-- GV 100.0 782 6 0 452 25 1076.2 3.6 1.80 2.0 6.255 12249 0.8403 0.
597 46.91483 99.9 29 1. 2.02 4.60 9.49 00.885! 00.--- IIG 31 .8 248.6 0.598 170 .14 2.2 .46 4 3.90 7.19 •.).830 0.S19.6 153.1 16.7 G 1 ,• 2.0 .34 :2S 3.49 6.02 0-_0 0:-

!5VIGv('-o.5', 100.0 726.6 10-,62 250 "0-0.1 3.% .81 02: 5.55 12.21 t0.835 0 .
60.2437.7 0.489 [201C 99.7 1 2.02 4.68 9 45 0-8 C.

CIGV (0.9451 31.8 231.1 0.611 11700 91.2 2.414 1.455 1.84 3.88 7.15 0.830 0.
1 23.1 168.2 0.713 1600 87.9! 2.196 1.375 .76 3.61 6.35 0.815 0.-

60.1e 1..30.6509.7 2.02 4.69 9.47 /0.880 0.:
61,AVIr (0. 945) 100 .0 730.90.471 106 3.507 1.842 2.17 .65 6 2.24 0.830 0.-

66 0I32.0 239.3 10. 29 21700 91.3 2.424 1.458 1.84 3.99 7.18 0.84 0.

c IV(0.945) 620. 439.3 10.4 '2091700 9. .8 .60 20 .99. . S47 0 .80 .

S23.4 170.9 10.70 i16-0 ., I 2.212 1.390 1.715 3.65 6.40 0.830 0.
GAIFE 5,5 IN OLNAAFG n St. .83o100o0 78796,0.45412500o 113.0 106.5 3.662 1.876 2.23 5.67 12.681G.8530.o

+ 159.54643 0.489120601 99.6 100.2 3.031 1.690 2.00 4.79 9.58 0.884 0 o.
I 29.4 229.2 0.623 1700 67.9 94.1 2.426 I.526 1.74 4.08 7.10 0.861

I 22.2 172.7 0.713 1600 83.8 91.8 2.245 1.470 11.661 3.86 6.41 0.859 0.

itqt. at,- o.87 100.0 787.7 0.449 2500 1.0 106 .5 13.65" 1-.870 2.23 5.6 12.62 0 .854 0.
59.5 460 0. 20601 99.5 I 100. 3. 020 1.684 2.00 4.7e 9.56 0.884 0

5 22 22.2 175.2 0.701 1600 83.8 91.7 2.238 1.466 1 3.85 L 6.41 10.849 0,
GASIFIXYR IUIM1E CDLN TWIN SPOOL

-A- ~ .a.0.83 100.0 787.3 0.448 2500 :13.0 165 .651 1.867 2.23 5.64 10.a5
4 59.3 466.5 I0.483 2060 99.6 100. 3.006 1.675 2.01 4.75 03. 0.8 :

I 29.3 231.3 0.614 1700 87.8 93.6 2.412 1.514 1.75 4.04 0.857 0
"22.1 174.4 0.7o1 1600 83.9 1 91.7 2.228 1.458 1.6 3.83 10.8°" 0.

0.87 i100.0 795.5 0.44S 2500 113.0 1 106.5 3.663 1.e64 2.24 5.63 0.85 0.a
59.5 472.7 0.478 2060j "9.7 J 100.0 3.017 1.675 2.01 4.75 I 0.88110.1
29 7 235.9 0.603 ,1700 .0 93 6 2 417 1.513 1."75_ 4.U I 0.122., 178-610.686 16001 84.1I 91:7 II2:234 1.457 .i1.6-1 3.82 10. 43L-310-

*(O.W'S) iri.cat-s eff iei.""y d•gradatica doe to v•riable <,oIetzry. w.? 0.945 - v'C.- vaaLe e g3myL<met-y
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Ili l iX CYCLE DATA CCAI=ATM)

FLW 0--R--SO

( LIPE~3EP ~CO0RRECTED) RATIO (4Fm v/./ - Co6ss?.)
AXI.AL .' AXAL E 77T i7- Cii A I it3I I
ICENII - Pa 'PI UG,,.L lO,-,.. MAL AXI m,, u

=:; .- ý,P. 1%)] 31 13 '

SIl=Q. SfV0L

3.698 1.69 [2.2- 5.65 12..57 0.865 805 0.793 10.51 6.9 111.152.9a9 1.68 1:02 4.10 95o0 0o.80 0.820 0.7801 1.5 j 11.9 - 16.6
2.351 1.47 1.78 3.89 6.93 0.720 0 828 0.768 -4. 159 21.9
2.080 1.36 1.70 3.48 5.92 0.680 0:828 0.762w 16.9k 17.S 22.1

7 -625 1 0.793 -
3.014 9.57 0.760
2.391 0.:7692-170 63 .

3.630 1.94 2.5 5 . 1 0 0 824 .0.801 1 .01 1.92.9s 1.67 2 0 9.51 0 840 0.820 0.00112.0 14.72.389 1.:801 3.3 7-08 .077 o0.827 0.788 3.6 15.5 21.4

3.644 1.975 2.08 6.02 I 12.53 0. 80 0-810 0.602 18.5l 5.2 4.6

2.963 1.655 2.02 I4:69 9.4a o85ss5 .822 0.s0 12.1 11.9 16.02.3,'7 1.442 I1.0 i 3.83 6.90 0.780 0 830 ; 0.793 5.3 15.4 24.72.135 1.365 1.73 3.55 6.-5 0.750 £ 0 820 j 0.785 4.01 18.0 27.-

3.542 j 1.845 2.175 5.6• 12.29 0•.S 0.787 0.7-0 16.1 7.9 rz.52 2970 1 .655 2.2 ; 1 9." ,5,4 o 0: Io825 0 o808 11.9 11.9 16.9
! 2.408 I 1.480 1 .3 7.18 0.75 0 0.830 i 0.796 6.6 15.5 23.32.095 1.340 1.73 3- 1  6.02 0..t-0 0.832 0.783 2.01 18.0 _4
31640 1.820 2.28 5.•50 12.53 0.Sl I0.820 I0.812 17.6 7.7 7.6

i 2 3 1.652 p2.02 4.70 9.48 0.878 0.a25 0.819 15.4 11.0 14.52 378 1-.2 11.3 3.84 7.02 0.810 0.83 0.809 7.5 16.0 1 22.22:163 1.370 1.75 3.57 6.25 0.790 I 0.S3 j 0.79 5.3 17.5 77.0
3.563 1.755 2.34 5.28 12.36 0.832 10.823 j 0.791 14.1 8.1 * 7.j
2.996 1.660 12.02 4.7 9.52 0.880 k;. 225 0.819 15.6 11.4 14.52.352 1.432 3.80 6.92 0810i 0.830 0.808 8.9 16.3 22.92.19 1.350 -17 3.51 _..6.11 0.785 O.bs0 0.797 7.1 17.1 29.5 I
i .61- 2.030 12.0 6.25 12.49 0.o84 0.7O 8 0.805 19.1 5.2 4.2.9e5 1.650 2.02 4.70 9.49 0.85 0.824 0115 13.6
2.426 1.462 1.84 3.90 7.19 0.830 0.82 0.614 11.0 15.4 22.52.104 -1.340 1.725 .49 6.02 0.o00 0•.o3o .799 8.! 17.0 31.0
3.496 T.630 11 2.0 5.55 12.21 0.835 0.799-. 0.717, 1 16.8 7.0 8.2.974 .164S 2.02 4.68 9.45 0.885 0.o25 0.818 15.4 11.3 13.6
2.414 1.455 1.84 3.88 L5 3.830 0.610 0.813 11.0 15.4 22.
2.19 1.375 1.76 3.61 6.35 0.8e5 0.830 0.804 8.8 17.0 25.1
3.507 1.642 2.17 5.65 12.24 10.830 0 0.778 16.8 0.5 7.3982.90 1.650 52.02 1 4.69 I 9.47 0.80 | 0.83 8 .4 11.5 14.52.424 1.458 [.84 3.0so 7.18 a0. 845 0.630 0-815 12.5 14.2 20.82.212 1.390 1.75 3.65 6.40 10.830 0.33C 0.87 11.5 17.3 26:1

TWNI SPOOL.

i 32662 1.876 2.23 S 5.67 112.68 0.53 l.s 014 080 166 7.2 12 3.031 11.690 2. . 4.79 9•.s o.s.4 I o.-er o.20o 1s-6 10.s1 I 2.426 1.525 1.74 4.0 . 7.10 0.C-61 0.828 0.819 15.6 16.0a 2 ..245 1.470 113 I 3.S6 6.41 0.8501 O,8i6 j 0.816 18.0 16.4
22. 7 60 3.658 , 1.8-0 2.23 5-56" i 12.62 o.841 0.815 0.7 f0- j .020 1 1.684 12.00 4.78 I 1.56 0.f84 0.621 0.819.0 2.420 i1.522 1.74 4.07 I 7.10 0.36 | 0.828 0.8197 2.23 1.46 1.6 3.85 I 6.41 0.4 I 0,8I8 o 0.816

TWIN SPOOL

5 3.651 1-1867 E2.23 5.64 10.856 0.e16 113.003 1.675 2. O0 4.75 0.62 i 0.8216 2.44L 1514 1:75 4 04 I 0-SS7 i 0.628J 2_._2at_ 45 1 .66 __ 38 1 0:44 .223.663 1.864 2.24 5.63 0.9550.1 
-0 3.017 1.675 2.01 4.75 0.8 a2:1 :1 .5 4.04 I 0I. I 0.8I

[7 2.24I 1.4S7 .1-6 3.82 0.843 0.82,0.-- 5 - * a°-b. :t ymC Ifiedq!z



The surge margins are equal only if

For the model used to extrapolate for axial compressor per-
formance to flow less than axial compressor surge, 83 is a
constant. Therefore, since 03&C > a 3 ; SMC 4' < ý

S.C.

Configurations 1 through 6 report the results for the various
matching schemes studied for a single-spool compressor. Con-
figuration 1 shows the trend toward higher SFC' s for a reduced
TIT with fixed gasifier cooling. No compressor matching
advantage was gained ca, lost by reduced cycle temperatures.
Configurations 3, 4, and 5 include data with and without effi-
ciency degradation for compressor components utilizing vari-
able geometry. The efficiency degradation assumed for these
cases was nC variable geometry =0*945 IC, fixed geometry.
These are considered to be representative efficiency degrada-
tions and are based on test dat-a.

Configuration 7 consists of fixed compressor geometry with a
twin-spooled compressor. of the four examples shown, the
first is considered to be the most representative estimate and
includes cycle losses for 9-percent cooling-air bypassing both
gasifier turbine stages, and includes a 4-percent degradation
of the gasifier second-stage turbine due to the unfavorable
work split forced on the gasifier turbine section. The case
of no efficiency degradation in the gasifier turbine and the
cases of 9-percent cooling air bypass around only the first
gasifier turbine are reported to show sensitivity to these
parameters.

4.4 SELECTION OF OPTIMUM CYCLE PRESSURE RATIO

Engine cycle analyses were conducted based on th-ree selected
desIgn-paint pressure ratios to effect selection of an optimum
cycle pressure ratio. The design-point pressure ratios were
9.5:1, 10.5:1, and 11.5:1 as selected in Task IA and reported
in Section 2.0. The compressor performance characteristics
for these three cases included no efficiency degradation for
variable geometry and were estimated in Task IIA as reported
i~n Paragraphs 3.3.2.4 %19.5:1), 3.4 (10.5:1), and 3.5 (11.5:1),
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Cycle data for the 9.5:1 design-point pressure-ratio case
were reported in Paragraph 4.3, Table XV, Configuration 4
(AAVIGV + CFG), and are repeated in Table XVI as revised by
additional iterative calculations to display the data more
closely to the 100-, 60-, 30.-, and 20-percent-power points.

Table XVI reports the calculated cycle data for the final
iterations made. The results show design-point SFC values of
0.480 (9.5:1)-, 0.479 (10.5:1), and 0.482 (11.5:1). While
these SFC levels are slightly optimistic because no efficiency
degradation was included for variable compressor geometry, the
trends are considered valid for selection of the optimum
design-point pressure ratio.

To facilitate this selection, a cross-plot -was made and is
reported in Figure 31. The results are plotted with solid
symbols and are displayed, along with the cycle results of
Task IA, for comparative purposes. Based on the data from
this task, a selection was made for a design-point pressure
ratio of 10.5:1, which is in agreement with the tentative
selection made in Task IA and reported in Paragraph 2.4.

4.5~ ESTIMATED ENGINE OPERATING LINE

Based on the selection of the 10.5:1 design-point pressure
ratio and on the selected compressor matching scheme (AAVIGV
4f CFG), an engine operating line was estimated. The engine
op--rating line consists of a plot of cycle pressure ratio
versus engine airflow and is based on the data reported in
Paragraph 4.4, Table XVI, 10.5:1 dc-sign-point pr-ssure ratio.

The engine operating line is shown in Figure 32 (solid
symbols), along with the tentative 10.5:1 operating line
estimated on Task IA, Paragraph 2.5. The Task IA data were
based on the idealized compressor map assumed for that task.
Comparison of these reults showed that the achieved compres-
so.r match from Task IIA comp-res very ffivorably with the
potential performance levels estimated in Task I&A.

The engine operating line established in this task represents
the compressor design requirements for the final compressor
design as conducted in Task IIE, Section 5.0.
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TABLE X-11. ENGINE CYCLE DATA
CYCLE PRESSURE-7RATIO

I ICOMPRESSOR CO.MPREiSOR
PWRSPEED FLOW
POER(%DESIGN) (CORRECTE-D)

I XI L/ CFVT.RIF- AXIAL/ E TR F

CONFIGUJRATION* REMARKS W% (HP) SEC (OF) W% W% (LE/SEC) (LE/SEC)

SigeSolDesign 797.41 ,4 2500 108.0 105.8 j3.640 1.820
Compressor Point 60.2 479.7 0.480 20931 ±00.0 99.6 2.994 1.660

P/130.0 239.2 0.611 17501 91.1 91.9 2.378 1.442J

9.5:1 20.0 159.5 0.749 16261 86.8 87.5 2.111 1.335

AAVIGV Design 777.5 0.443 2500 108.3 105.8 3.635 1.795
Point I 6.0 466.0 0.479 2087 99.9 100.0 2.994 1.642

CFG P46/Pi 30.0 233.0 0.612 17511 91.3 92.1 2.380 1.440

10.5:1 20,0 155.5 0.747 16231 87.0 88.1 2.119 1.332

Design 752.6 0.446 2500 108.2 106.1 3.626 1.747
Point 60.0 451.0 0-482 2089 99.8 99.6 2.984 1.610
P4 /P3 30.0 226.0 0.610 1769 91.6 92.2 2.364 1.400

11.5:1 20 .0 150.5 0.756 1636 87.8 88.9 2.108 1.320

*No efficiencyv degradation assumed due to variable inlet guide vanes
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TABLE XVI. ENGINE CYCLE DATA. (CALCUJLATED)
CYCLJE PRESSURE-RATIO STUDY

COMPRESSOR COMPRESSOR COMPRESSOR cCO4P

SPEED FLOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR SURGE

AXIAL/ CENTRIF- AXIAL/ CENTRIF- CENTRIF- CENTRIF- CENT
OVERALL UGAL OVERALL x G A XIA UGAIC OVERA~l AXIAL UGAL OVERALL MAXIAL U

() () (LB/SEC) (LB/SEC)l P-4 ,P 3  P4 /P 1314T4 1  M I (%)

I I

108.0 105.8 3.640 1.820 2.28 5.50 12.53 0.881 0.820 0.812 17.6 I 7.'
.L00.0 99.6 2.994 1.660 2.02 4.70 9.53 0.878 0.826 9.819 15.4 1 11.
91.1 91.9 2-378 1.442 1.83 3.84 7.02 0.810 0.830 0.809 7.5 16.1
86.8 e7.5 2.111 1.335 1.75 3.46 6.05 0.1770 0.830 0.796 5.3 17.,

108.3 j105.8 3.635 1.795 2.32 5.96 13.81 0.882 0.794 0.795 17.5 5.
99.9 100.0 2.994 1.642 2.05- 5.12 10.50 0.870 0.810 0:807 '14.2 8.
91.3 92.1 2.380 1.440 1.84 4.21 7.7r6 0.810 0.822 0.800 '7.1 15.
87.0 88.1 2.119 1.332 1.76 3.80 6.70 0.780 10.830 10.791 4.2 16.

108.2 106.1 3.626 1.747 2.318 6.34 15.08 10.8781 0.780 t0.782 15.6 J 3.
99.8 99.6 2.984 1.610 2.09 5.49 11.47 0.860 0.805 0.797 11.5 j 8.
91.6 I92.2 2.364 1.400 1.89 4.49 8.47 0.790 0.820 0.787 4.9 13.
87.8 j88.9 2 108 11.320 1.*78 42.11 7.32 0.7,60 I0.820 0.782 j3.5 1 15.
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(C~ALCL TED)

COMPRESSOR~ COMPRESSOR
PRESSUIRE COMPRESSOR SURGE MAIRGIN

RATIO EFFICIENCY (AW FOR N/]F9 CONST.)
F- AXIAL CE-NTRIF- CENTRIF- CENrRIF-L UGAL jOVER LIL AXIAL UGAL OVERALL AXIAL UPGAIL OVERALLEC) P3/P 3 I 4 P 3I (% (%).%

0 2.28 5.50 12.53 0.881 0.820 0.812 17.6 7.7 7.60 2.02 4.70 9.53 0.878 0.826 0:819 15.4 11.0 14.52 1.83 3.84 7.02 0.810 0.8330 0.809 7.5 16.0 22.25 1.75 13.46 6.05 0.770 0.830 0.796 5.3 17.5 27.0

5 2.32 5.96 13.81 0.882 0.794 0.795 17.5 5.9 4.02 2.05 5.12 10.50 0.870 0.810 0.807 14.1 8.5 12.50 1.84 4.21 7.76 0.810 0.822 0.800 7.1 15.2 19.3
2 1.76 3.80 6.70 10.760 0.830 0.791 4.2 16.5 24.0

7 2.38 6.34 15.08 0.878 0.780 0.782 15.6 3.9 4.90 2.09 -5.49 11.47 0.860 0.805 0.797 11.5 8.0 12.90 1.789 4.11 7.32 0.760 0.820 0.782 4I 9 13i 19.00 1.789 4.49 8.47 0.790 0.820 0.787 4 3:5 15.81.6
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5.TASK XIB. COMPRESSOR DESIGN AND MATCHING

5.1 GENERAL

Preliminary designs were performed for two compressor con-
figurations. First, th-e desigii of a compressor with two
%xial stages and one centrifugal stage was started in ac-
cordance with the results of TASK IIA. Results were sub-
mitted to engine conceptual design studies before the aero-
dynamic calculations were completed. Preliminary analysis
revealed that a low critical speed for the power turbine
shaft could be expected because of a 'Long unsupported-shaft-
length/shaft-diameter ratio. From five possible alternative
design approaches, the dacision was made to shorten the
compressor lenath, by reconfiguring for AVIGV + CFG. This
task was consequently concluded with the design of a one-
axial-stage and one-centrifugal-stage compressor configura-
tion. The aerodynamic and mechanical design procedures and
results are discussed below for these compressor design
activities.

5.2 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN AND MATCHING,~ AAXVIGV + CFG _2 4 /pl_
10.5:1)

The aerodynamiic design of the axial compressor was preceded
by a study to verif'y that a 150 change of preswirl angle
could, in fact: accomplish the changes in the compressor
pressure ratio characteristic at 100-percent power that were
estimated for the variable-geometry study of Task hIA. This
effort was necessazy since the aerodynamic design of the axial
compressor depends on the magnitude of the preswirl angle
change induced onto the first-stage rotor between the 60- and
1030-percent-power points. Furthermore, it was observed at
the conclusion of Task IIA that more IGV actuation might
enable the 60- and 100-percent-power match points to be
located more closely to the maximum achievable axial com-
pressor efficiencies at their respective speeds.

Following the matching study, the aerodynamic design of the
flow path. and blading for the axial compressor was conducted.

* Fluid mechanic information is computed fromr a radial-
equilibrium type of calculation between blade rows. The
equation of motion includes the effects of curvature and

* entropy gradient. The loss variation at all blade row exits,
except for the IGV, is computed from a loss model suggested
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by Lieblein, Reference 3, and empirically extended by Swan,
R'ferL_..e 4. The blade camber selection and off-design turn-
ing angle characteristics are determined from NACA low-speed
cascade data.

The centrifugal compressor design and performance were com-
puted from the same analytical techniques that were described
in Section 2. The empirical correla-ions that were used to
design the compressor were applied to the compressor geometry
to obtain the perfotmance at off-design conditions. The
empiricism contains correlations used to estimate rotor surge,
choke, slip factor and efficiency, the friction coefficient
for the vaneless diffuser and the cascade data for the vaned
diffuser.

5.2.1 Two-Stage Axial Compressor Matching

The performance characteristics of two AiResearch axial com-
pressors were used to represent the estimated performance
for the individual stages of the two-stage axial compressor.
The characteristics of the individual stages were matched to
each other with several shifts of the pressure-ratio charac-
teristics of the first stage in the vicinity of the 100-
percent-power match point. A number of combinations of these
shifts on the first-stage were examined to arrive at a match
of the two-stage compressor which would yield maximum two-
stage efficiency at 60-percent power. In this matchiHg
procedure it was also necessary to make size changes on the
second stage to arrive at the best possible two-stage match-
ing.

The optimum result would, of course, be to match the highest
attainable efficiencies of both stages simultaneously at the
60- and 100-percent-power points. However, to accomplish
this requires a change of pressure-ratio characteristic in-
consistent with the first-stage rotor pitch-line parameters
which determine the flow and pressure ratio changes as a
function of preswirl angle. These parameters are: the tan-
gential rotor speed, inlet air angle, and air turning angle.
Consequently, the matching study was terminated when it
appeared that little or no overall two-stage efficiency could
be gained with further preswirl angle change.

A point was reached at which the maximum attainable effi-
ciencies of both stages were matched at the 100-percent-
power point and nearly so at 60-percent power. The results
are displayed in Table XVII.
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TABLE XVII. SUMMARY OF DESIGN MATCHING
RESULTS (AAVIGV)

60-Percent Power 100-Percent Power

Final Maximum Final Maximum
Match Attainable Match Attainable

Results Efficiency Results Efficiency

First-stage

efficiency 0.693 1.896 0.881 0.882

Second-stage
efficiency 0.906 0.921 0.908 0.911

Overa'l
efficiency 0.896 0.907 0.891 0.892

The match-point efficiency of the second stage is 1.5 points
below t-he maximum thbat could be attained at the match-point

pressure ratio. Further efforts to arrive at a better over-
all match did not seem to be rewarding. The study was con-
cluded at th s point.

5.2.2 Preswirl Angle Estimation

An analytical method was developed to compute the preswirl
angle associated with the shift of the pressure-ratio charac-
teristic that achieves the matching results discussed above.
Reference 5 contains published test data of the effect
of preswirl angle on the performance characteristics of a
single-stage axial compressor. No other published reference
contained as much or as systematic a set of information that
could be used to estimate the change in performance charac-
teristics with change in preswirl. Even so, there was doubt
whether -his information could be directly applied if
the aerodynamic parameters such as rotor blade speed and
rotor relative inlet air angle were different from those of
Reference 5. Consequently, a theoretical approach
was taxen to find out the controlling parameters and to esti-

mate performance characteristic changes with preswirl angle
changes.
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The problem consists of computing the change in stage pres-
sure rati-o and flow rate w~ith a change of inlet preswirl
angle. This is done by computing the meridional velocity
change at a given rotor pitch-line speed, In order to obtain
performance changes that come about purely as a result of the
preswirl angle change, the relative inlet air angle is held
constant. In an actual compressor, it is very common to have
a radial shift of the streamlines from inlet to outlet of
stage. To simplify the analysis, a constant streamline
radial position is assumed. Meridional velocity changes
also take place across an actual rotor, but the smeridional
velocity is assumned here to be invariant across the rotor.

The derivation of the equations is lisplayed in Appendix IV.
In the appendix, it is shown that the stage pressure ratio
can. be written as rU

1gJCPT 1

The pressure-ratio change from a condition of zero preswirl

is obtained from

P2/P1IIGV 0
P2- TP jiIGV 0

From the continuity equation, flow is computed from

________________ ptIA -X1U(8

Lc -TO+N s )4gJC P ]T, ThS2i+TWB(8

The flow-rate change from a condition of zero preswirl is
obtained from

C1 a s 0
iW~ C1 1 0
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A plot of the pressure-ratio parameter against the flow-tatio
parameter is displayed in Figure 33 for 61 = 600, U = 1000
fps, and a - S2 = 100, 200, and 300. Note that maximum flow
change occurs at a certain value of negative preswirl angle.

These equations were used to compute the pressure-ratio and
flow-ratio Darameters for the pitch-line conditions of the
first-stage rotor.

In the variable-geometry study of Task IIA, the axial com-
pressor was considered to have zero swirl at the 20-, 30-,
and 60-percent-power match points and a value of -150 preswirl
at 100-percent power. Actuating the guide vanes opposite
rotation at full power gives a significant increase in the
first rotor tip relative inlet Mach number. If the compressor
is designed for 150 preswirl at the three lower power
points and zero preswirl at full power, the tip relative Mach
number can be minimized at full power and lowered at the
other power points. This increases the stator hub inlet Mach
number, but it can be accepted as long as it is below the
blade section drag-rise Mach number. It was therefore decided
to design the compressor with 150 preswirl at 60-percent power
and zero preswirl at 100-percent power.

5.2.3 Two-Stage Axial Compressor Design (P3/Pjm 2.05:1)

To minimize the flow-path distortion of the transition section
between the axial and the centrifugal stage, the axial com-
pressor design was characterized by a specification of zero
rotor hub exit relative swirl. This results in a minimum
hub diameter for the axial compressor. The rotor tip speed
was selected to be 1200 fps at design point. At the rotor tip
speed for 20-percent power (U = 1045 fps), the match-point
flow is 23-percent lower than the flow at maximum attainable
efficiency for this speed. The data band of Figure 3 shows
that at this rotor !peed, the largest surge-free range from
maximum efficiency obtained from test is 26.5 percent. As
pointed out in Task IA, the state-of-the-art advancement
is expected to come from means that achieve, through design
intent, the surge-free range required of the axial compressor.
This is expected as long as the design does not exceed the
data band of Figure 3.

Each stage was designed for a pressure ratio of 1.432 (.J27U3).
"A work split study was not performed for the two-stage axial
compressor. It was assumed that the work split would probably
be nearly equal. Identical pressure ratios in each stage do
not give equal work, but it was assumed to be a close approxi-
mation. Rotor and stage efficiencies were assumed to compute
the rotor pressure ratio, which was specified at each of the
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rotor exit stations. If the required overall stage pressure
ratio were not obtained, these input rotor pressure ratios
were iteratively adjusted. Exit air angle was specified at
each of the stator exit stations. With these specifications,
the computer program selected the blade sections needed to
accomplish the design. These secitions were selected from
empirical correlations of the NACA low-speed cascade data.

After completion of the design calculations, the compressor
geometry was resubmitted to the computer program to obtain
the vector diagram data under the flow, speed, and preswirl
conditions of the 30- and 100-percent-power match points.

Many flow-path confi gurations were examined in an effort to
arrive at a design that would accommodate the 30-percent-
powaer conditions without stalling one of the blade rows. The
most significant contribution to this end came from using
tandem blade rows in the stators and from accelerating the
design meridional velocity as much as possible and still
accommnodating the flow at 100-percent power. The reason
that a satisfactory design is difficult to achieve is the
high hub loss. This stems from the fact that the off-design
conditions at 30-percent power affect the hub more than the
rest of the blade span.

The off-design problem at 30-percent power can. be explained
as follows. The rotor has its highest inlet Mach numiber
wh~ere the air turning is lowest--at the tip. The ktator has
its highest inlet Mach number where the air turning is
highest--at the hub. The rotor hub has generally a higher
-value of diffusion factor than the rotor tip but a lower
inlet veloc-ity head. The stator hub has generally a higher
value of diffusion factor than the A.p and a higher inlet
velocity head. Furthermore, the hub solidity is generally
about twice the value at the stator tip. These factors
double the hub loss coefficient compared to the tip. At
30-percent-power off-design, the change in inlet air angle
contributes a proportionately higher loss to the stator hub
than the stator tip because of the basically larger value
of design D-f actor. With a higher loss at off-design at the
hub than at the tip, the entropy gradient term in the equation
of motion reduces the hub meridional velocity, which further
contribultes to increasing the diffusion factor.

The flow and speed conditions at 30-percent power are respon-
sible for the air-angle change from 60-percent-power design
conditions. A stator hub inlet vector diagram comparison is
shown in Figure 34 for the 30- and 60-percent-power-point
conditions. The meridional velocity is 6 percent below a
value proportional to the ratio of the flows of the two power
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points. The inlet-air-angle difference from the design value
is therefore a consequence of the flow and speed values at
30-percent power. The difficulty in arriving at a convergent
calculation is a result of the off-design power selected.
This is an aerodynam-ic feature worthy of consideration wheŽn
part-power percentage is specified.

Several approaches can be taken to alleviate the strength
of the loss. Loss contributions from large angle-of-attack
changes from design values can be diminished with a variable
first-stage stator. Another means would be to retwist the
blade rows such that the hub sections are biased away from
the minimum loss angle of attack in order to accommodate the
30-percent-power conditions. Still another means would be to
relax the specification of zero rotor hub exit relative swirl
to reduce the stator hub inlet Mach number. Finally, changes
could be made in hub solidity to reduce the loss coefficient.

To investigate all these possibilities would have taken much
longer than estimated for the contract schedule. Furthermore,
at this point in the aerodynamic design, mechanical design
calculations revealed that the natural frequency of the engine
shaft would be too close to the power turbine operating speed.
In view of these considerations, a single-stage axial com-
pressor configuration was designed.

Table XVIII shows a summary of the design results for the last
iterations conducted for the two-stage axial compressor. The
design is shown in the multistage compressor flow path pre-
sented in Figure 35.

5.2.4 Centrifugal Compressor Design (P4/P3 = 5.1:1)

The design parameter study carried out in Task IIA was con-
sidered to be applicable for the design of the centiifugal
compressor. A rotor blade exit angle of 500 and an absolute
air angle (relative to the radial direction) of 690 were
specified. The compressor configuration is shown in Figure
35. The vaned diffuser has a tandem blade row. It is fol-
lowed by a vaneless bend and an annular flare diffuser. Final
diffusion to compressor exit conditions occurs at the exit of
the flare.

The radial extent of the vaneless diffuser for this compressor
is larger than that designed for Task IhA. A higher stage
efficiency (of 0.5 point) could have been obtained at design
point with a smaller vaneless diffuser. With a larger one,
the inlet Mach number to the vaned diffuser at 100-percent
power is below the drag-rise Mach number of the first row of
vanes. Consequently, the stage efficiency is two points
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TABLE XVIIT. AERODYNAIMIC DATA St• ARY
FOR TWI-STAGE AXIAL COMPRESSOR

30% POWER 60% POW-ER 100% POWER

Bub Tip Hub Tip Hub Tip

First-Stage Rotor

Rel! inlet Mach No. 0.505 0.984 0.598 I.G87 0.767 1.315

iDiffusion factor 0.388 0.464 0.284 0.385 0.427 0.419

Camber 64.8 23.2

i Rel. inlet air angle 49.7 73.2 43.4 70.0 45.8 68.5

First-Stage Rotor

Ab..inlet MYach No. 0.673 0.548 0.839 0.605 0.896 0.639

i Diffusion factot 0.608 0.225 0.309 0.172 0.267 0.061

jmbs Canber 17.4 13.2

eAbsinlet air angle 51.9 44.9 46.9 39.8 46.6 34.3

SAbs. inlet Mach No. 0.333 0.490 0.622 0.554 0.697 0.629

°I Diffusion factor 0.635 0.172 0.364 0.206 1 0.371 0.213

Canber 44.1 414
Abs. inlet air angle 37.2 30.9 35.0 30.0 34.8 29.3

• Second-Stage Rotor

Rel. inlet Mach No. 0.519 1.002 0.706 1.106 I 0.763 1.202

Diffusion facmor 0.694 0.392 0.336 0.424 0.294 0.425

Camber 61.5 20.7

Rel. inlet air angle 73.1 58.0 51.0 I 58.0 50.3 56.7

Second-Stage Stator I

Aba inlet Mach No. 0.470 0.628 0.780 0.694 0.877 P.756

4 Diffusion factor 0.773 0.075 0.253 0.108 0.219 0.064

4j Camber 25.0 8.6

m Abs. inlet air angle 50Q.7 27.1 39.6 28.3 37.1 27.2I M N•Abs. inlet Mach No. 0.189 0.611 0.644 0.658 0.743 0.744
° Diffusion factor 0.746 0.194 0.175 0.228 0.185 0.249

' Camber 23.4 27.6

• Ab. inlet air angle 23.9 20.0 20.0 20.0 19.7 19.9

*Relative
•**bsolute
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higher than when no trade-off is taken at design point. This
gives a lower SF0 at 60-pe-rcent power because the efficiencies
at these two powers are closer to each other.

A sunmmary of the design results is displayed in Table XIX.

TABLE XIX. AERODYNAMIC DATA SUPSMARY FOR A CENTRIFUGAL
COMPRESSOR DESIGN-ED TO MATCH WITH A TWO-

! !

30% 60% 10E0%

Power Power I Power

inducer tip rel. Mach No. 0.965 1.028 1.1091

Impeller tip speed 1630.0 1770.0 1872.0

SImpeller exit abs. Mach No. 0.988 1.029 1.076

aned diffuser inlet

Mach No. 0.865 0.901 0.937rganed diffuser exit
Mach No. j 0.215 0.212 0.206

Iompressor exit Mach No. j 0.153 0.150 0.146

5.2.5 Compressor Matching

No axial-centrifugal compressor matching runs were made for
the AAVIGV + CFG compressor since the aerodynamic design fcr
the two-stage axial compressor was not completed. Successful
conclusion of the aerodynamic design for the two-stage axial
compressor could be expected to lead to axial, centrifugal,
and overall compressor performance comparable to that
predicted in Task rIA, displayed in Figure 29, and reported
in Table XVI for the case of P U/P R = 10.5:1. SoeNdifferences
in characteristics might be expected if a variable first-stage
stator row were required. However, the design-point effi-
ciency level and SFC values would be essentially the same.
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5.2.6 Engine ConceptualDesign Considerations

The iterative design and matching computations for the AAVIGV
+ CFG compressor were based on tentatively chosen compressor
flow-patn contigurations. The configuration for the last
design calculations made for the AAVIGV 4f CFG compressor is
shown in Figure 35.

This configuration was submitted to engine conceptual design
studies, which included a 7reliminary critical-speed analysis
for the engine shafting. This preliminary analysis showed
that a low critical speed for the power turbine could be ex-
pected because of the long-unsupported-shaft-length/shaft-
diameter ratio. Calculation for a simply supported power
turbine quill--shaft (17.5 inches long) resulted in a power
turbine shaft critical speed of approximately 35,000 rpm.
Based on this, several des'ign alternatives wexe apparent, in-
cluding the following:

(1) Size the power tutrbine for 25,000 to 30,000 rpm
and accept a significant weight and size penalty.

(2) Reconfigure the compressor for 'larger hub radii
to accommodate larger diameter shafting.

(3) Shorten the unsupported length of the power
turbine shaft by emplo:/ing an intershaft- bearing.

(4) Shorten the compressor and, hence, the unsupported
length of the power turbine shaft,

(5) Reconfigurre the shafting arrangement for end-
moment constraint.

it was beyond the scope of this program to explore the merits
of these approaches or combinations of these approaches.
while the comparison based on performance considerations as
reported in Paragraph 2.2.2 schows an advantage for the AA-i.C
combination over the A-iC combination, this advantage is con-
tingent on two basic assumptions:

(1) The aerodynamic design of the two-stage axial comn-
pressor can be completed to achieve stall-free ope-ra-
tion near the potential performance levels. The
potential performance levels are estimated to be the
same as those predicted by the preliminary design and
matching studies of Task IIA and displayed in Figure
29. Engine cycle data for this case is reported in
Table XVI for P4/P1 = 10.5:!..
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(2) The front drive shafting can be designed to achieve
a mechanically feasible arrangement with acceptable
revisions to the two-stage axial compressor.

Since neither of these assumptions could be made with confi-
dence, a choice was made to complete the design and matching
of an A44C compressor reconfigured for a shafting arrangemnt
incorporating end-moment constraint.

5.3 Cycle Considerations for A + C Compressor

Based on the choice of an A + C compressor, a review was con-
ducted to establish cycle requirements for this compressor.

5.3.1 Aerodynamic Design Requirements, A + C Compressor

A choice was made to design the A + C compressor for an over-
all pressure ratio of 10.5:1 at 60-percent power. The tenta-
tive compressor design requirements were assumed to be the
samie as those determined in Task IIA for an AA + C compressor,
as displayed in Figure 32. This choice was made to expedite
the design of the A + C compressor and to allow direct com-
parison with the potential performance estimated for a- AA +
C compressor as determined in Tasks IIA and IB and displayed
in Figure 29 and Table XVI.

This choice of design requirements for the A + C compressor
was considered to be a close approximation to optimum values
for A + C compressors based on observations made for the A +
C compressor. The design-point pressure ratio for the AA + C
compressor was selected to be 10.5:1 in Task IB, Section 4,
based on cycle analyses for an AAVIGV + CFG compressor. This
selection was in agreement with the tentative selection made
in Task IA and reported in Paragraph 2.5, based on cycle anal-
yses utilizing an AA + C idealized compressor map (Figure 53)
and the AA + C compressor efficiency estimates displayed in
Figure 7 (Curve B). Since the nondimensionalized efficiency
characteristics of an A + C compressor can be expected to be
similar to those estimated for an AA + C compressor (Figure
53) the major effect to be noted is the comparison of the
efficiency versus design-point pressure ratios for an A + C
(Figure 6) and an AA + C compressor (Figure 7). Examination

of the B portion of these curves shows that the slopes for the
respective speed lines are only slightly different. Since the
efficiency for an A + C rmpressor decreases (with increasing
P•!P 1 ) at a slightly greater rate, it can be expected that the
optimum design-point pressure ratio for an A + C compressor is
slightly lower than that selected for an AA + C compressor
(10.5 :1).
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It was decided to parallel the design and matching of the
selected A + " compressor with engine cycle analyses to deter-
mine the validity of the selection for the 10.5:1 design-point
pressure ratio. The results of these analyses are reported in
Paragraph 5.3.1.1.

5.3.1.1 Validation Analysis for A +- C Compressor, PL/pl-
10.5:1

Engine cycle analyses were conducted for design-point
pressure ratios of 9:1, 10:1, 11:1, 12:1, 13:1, and 14:1.
Cycle assumptions were identical with t-hose reported for
Task IA in Paragraph 2.4 (reference Appendix II) with
the following exceptions:

(1) A + C compressor design paint efficiencies were
assumed to be as displayed in the B por-tion of Fig-
ure 6, NA/VT = 60, 000 rpm.

(2) A + C compressor characteristics were assumed to
be as di4splayed in the idealized compressor map of
Ficrure 36.

The results of these analyses are plotted in Figure 37
and are compared to the results previously shown inl
Figure 14. The results of this atudy show that for Ithe
case of an A + C compressor, the optimum design-point
pressure ratio for minimum SFC at 60-perc-ent power is
10.0:1. While this is slightly less than the 10.5:1
ratio selected for the design of an A + C compressor,
the SFC characteristic is relatively flat in this range.
Therefore, the engine performance levels for the AVIGV
+ CFG compressor represent a satisfactory evaluation of
the potential for this compressor arrangement.

5.3.2 Matching Scheme, A + C Coimpressor

A selection was made of the best matching scheme for an A + C
compressor based on the matching studies of Task !IA. The
scheme selected was the same as that selected for the AA + C
compressor and consists of variable inlet guide vanes ahead of
the axial compressor and fixed geometry for the centrifugal
compressor (AVIGV -I- CFG).

This selection is considered to be a valid extension of the
results reported in Section 3 for the study of an AA + C com-
pressor. The reason for this is that the speed-flow/pressure-
ratio relationships as a function of power output do nolt
change for the axial compressor component when a s~ngle-stage
rather than a two-stage compressor is employed as the axial
component. 1in either case, the use of variable inlet guide
vanes provides the best sol::tion to th-e matching problem.
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This is true notwithstanding the fact that for the AA.VIGV +
CFG compressor, a variable stator vane row may be required in
order to achieve the required surge-to-choke range for the
second axial stage.

5.4 AERODYNMIC DESIGN4 AND MATCHING, AVIGV + CFG (P-A/P 1
10.5:1)

The aercoiynamic design and matching of this AVIGV + CFG comn-
pressor were coin.,.-eted based on the design requirements as
discussed In Paragraph. 5.3. The aerodynamic design proce-
dures used here were described in Paragraph 5.2.

The results of Task IA show that the optimum work split for
this A + C compressor, by reference to the B portion of Fig-
ure 6 (N/./T = 60,000 rpm), is for design values of p 3 ./Pi
1.48:1; therefore, P4/P 3 = 7.1:1.

5.4.1 Preswirl Angle Estimation

The inlet-guide-vane analysis derived for this program and
reported in Appendix IV was used to compute the preswirl
angle associated with the shift of the pressure-ratio charac-
teristics required for a good compressor match. The per-
formance chiaracteristics of an axial compressor with advanced
efficiency levels for this pressure ratio were used to repre-
sent the estimated performance for this compressor. With
this compressor map, computations showed that a preswirl
angle change of 15 degrees would place the 60- and 100-
percent-power points on the maximum efficiencies for their
respective speeds. This is in agreement with the preswirl
angle estimation made for the AAVIGVJ + CFG compressor.

Based on these results, it was decided to design the compres-
sor with positive 150 preswirl at power levels up to 60 per-
cent and with zero preswirl at 100-percent power. Note 'that
positive preswirl is in the direction of rotation and there-
fore reduces airflow.

5.4.2 Single-Stage Axial Compressor Design (P3 /P. = 1.48)

The design completed for this axial compressor is very similar
to the axial first-stage design displayed in Figure 35
(P2/P 1 = 1.432) for the last iteration made for the AAVIGV +

CFG compressor.
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The design of this stage was dictated by a specification of
zero rotor-hub exit relative swairl for minimum hub diameter
and, hence, minimum flow-path distortion between the axial
and centrifugal stages. The rotor tip speed was selected to
be 1200 fps at the design point.

Slight modifications to the inlet hub contour of the first
axial stage of the AA + C compressor as reported in Paragraph
5.3.2 were made. An aerodynamic configuration was achieved
that accommuodates both the 30- and the 100-percent off-design
conditions with the stipulated IGV actuation.

Table 20C shows a summary of the design results. The flow..
path is given in Figure 38.

5.4.3 Centrifugal Compressor Design, Pg/P 3 - 7.1:1

The desian. parameter study carried out in Task IIA was con-
sidered a~ppjAcable for the design of this centrifugal com-
presso-r. A rotor blade exit angle of 50 degrees and an
absolute air angle (measured from the radial direction) of 69
degrees were specified. Since the design-point pressure
ratio of this compressor is 7.1:1 and that of Task hIA was
4.7:1, a spot check was made at another blade angle. The
charge in overall stage efficiency was the same as that for
the compressor designed in Task IIA. No further parameter
examinations were made.

As with the centrifugal compressor designed for the two-stage
axial compressor configuration, the radial extent of the
vaneless diffuser has been selected for good efficiency at
100-percent power. However, the overall stage efficiency is
0.8 point lower in efficiency than anticipated from the work-
split study in Task IA. In that study, only changes in
specific speed were considered. Application of the details
of the aerodynamic design resulted in a 0.5-point increase due
to clearance and 0.3 point due to increased ti;aneess diffuser
gap compared to the centrifugal compressor designed for thetwo-stage axial compressor configuration. The cDearance of
0.010 inch is proportionately larger, with i respekct to thwa
rotor exit width for this compressor, thai that of the corn-
pressor designed to mate with two axial stages-

The compressor configuration is 7.1:Ioandn in fiTare 38. wat
features a tandem blade raw for the vamned diffuser, a vane-
less bend, and a vaneless flare.. A sumary of the design
results is displayed in Table IOCI.
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TABLE XXI. AERODYNAMIC DATA SUMMARY FOR CENTRIFUGAL
COMPRESSOR DESIGNED TO MATCH WITH ONE-
STAGE AXIAL COMPRESSOR

30% 60% 100%
Power Power Power

Inducer tip rel. Mach No. 0.985 1.092 1.175

Impeller tip speed 1840.0 2000.0 2116.0

Impeller exit abs Mach No. 1.072 1.140 1.200

Vaned diffuser inlet
Mach No. 0.875 0.922 0.954

Vaned diffuser exit
Mach No. 0.238 0.224 0.201

ompressor exit Mach No. 0.154 0.150 I 0.135

5.4.4 Compressor Matching, AVIGV + CPG

Several matching iterations were made for this final compres-
sor arrangement based on compressor matching data and engine
cycle data. A satisfactory match was achieved, and final
results are displayed in Table XxII. The axial, centrifugal,
and overall compressor maps for this case are presented in
Figure 44 and discussed in Section 6.

5.5 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF COMPRESSOR AND ENGINE

Based on the aerodynamic design of the compressor as con-
figured for this task (AVIGV + CFG, P4/P1 = 10.5:1) and re-
ported in Paragraph 5.3, a conceptual layout shows a mechanical
arrangement for the compressor as it might be incorporated
in an engine power section. The layout consists of a cross-
section view of a front-drive, turboshaft-engine power sec-
tion, including a free turbine, and is presented in Figure 39.

The envelope of the gasifier section is 12.6 inches in diam-
eter by 14 inches long, while the power turbine as shown adds
12 inches to the length to complete the power section. The
engine diameter is set by the 7.1:1-pressure-ratio centrifugal-
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TABLE XXII. ENGINE CYCLE DATA (C

AVIGV + CFG COMPRESSOR MATCHING

COMPRESSOR COMPRESSOR

PWRSPEED FLOW
POWER M DES IGN) (CORRECTED) __

AXAL CNT IF-AIL CENTRIF- AX
COFGRTO 1 SPECIAL ITIT OvvER.ALL UGAL OVERALL UGAL A
COFGRTO PEMARKS (W, (HP) (%) (OFN) (LB/SEC) (LB /SEC P3/

SINGLE-SPOOL IDESIGN 100 1757.2 .452 2500. 107.5 105.2 3.634 2,355 1.671

COMPRESSOR jPOINT 60 1454.7 .491 2096. 100. 100. 3.00 2.16 1.48
AVIGV P /IfP 30 226. .630 1760. 91. 7 91.8 2.4 1.8 I1.41

+ 4 1II

I I

CFG j10.5:1 I20 150.5 .77 1620. 87.9 88.2 2.15 1.64 j1.37
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• XXII. ENGINE CYCLE DATA (CALCULATED),

GV + CFG COMPRESSOR MATCHING RESULTS

R. COMPRESSOR COMPRESSOR COMPRESSOR
FLOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR SURGE MARGIN

(CORRECTED) RATIO EFFICIENCY (AW FOR N/lJ= CONS
RIF- AXIAL/ CEfTRIF- AXIAL JCENTRIF- CENTRIF- CENTRIF-

OVERALL UGAL / UGAL OVERALL AXIAL UC4L OVERALL AXIAL UGAL 0
p ) (LB/SEC) (LB/SEC) P3 1 P p/P !1 Ti W N4 443 41

.2 3.634 2.355 1.6-5 8.249 13.817 0.892 0-775 .778 17. 4.2

83.00 2.16 1.48 7.125 I10.545 0.91 0.786 j .788 I18.4 10.2
.8 2.4 1.8 1.415 5.548 7.85 0.83 0.795 .7836 9.7 13.3

S .2 2.15 1.64 1.37 4.964 6,80 0.79 0.795 .7805 4.6 15.0
_________ _ _ _ _ .....- 1_ _ _ _ _ ____ _______ _____ _ _ _ _I______



U

TED),

MPRESSOR COMPRESSOR
RESSURE COMPRESSOR SURGE MARGIN

_SRATO EFFICIENCY (AW FOR NI/X = CONST.)

NTAAF- CENTRIF- CENTRIF-
UGAL OVERALL AXIAL UGAL OVERALLI AXIAL UGAL OVERALL
P /P P /P 1 3 41 N M%0

8.249 13.817 0.892 0.775 .778 17. 4.2 6.4

7.125 10.545 0.91 0.786 .788 18.4 ]-0.2 12.0

5.548 7.85 0.83 0.795 .7836 9.7 13.3 16.0

4.94 6.80 0.79 0.795 .7805 4.6j 15.0 17.0
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compressor stage. This diameter is obviously larger than the
combustor and/or turbine sizing dictates. Additional com-
pressor design studies might be expected to achieve a reduc-
tion in this diameter but are beyond the scope of this
program.

5.5.1 Mechanical Analyses for Compressor Rotors

Stress and displacement analyses for both the axial and the
centrifugal rotors were performed with use of the finite-
element method. The elemental model is shown in Figure 40.
The method used permits a good evaluation of displacements
at the hub anC shroud line. This is an essential feature
if such displacements are to be minimized to permit running
with the smallest possible axial and radial clearances.

An extension of the analysis with existing programs could
investigate the inelastic behavior of the components.

A summary of values obtained is given in Table XXIII.

The detailed results for selected elements are given in Table
XXIV to illustrate the depth of the analysis conducted for
the rotors.

The stress levels in the axial rotor are observed to be
moderate and within the range for a conventional design.
The stress levels obtained in the bore of the centrifugal
rotor are higher than would be acceptable in a current
production rotor. However, they represent the initial state
of a design, and subsequent design iterations would in the
normal course reduce stress levels and dirk flowering to
acceptable limits and improve the burst margin.

The temperature range is suitable for the material chosen
(annealed titanium, 90 Ti-EAl-4V). Should a creep problem
persist in the centrifugal rotor, then a change to titanium
Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo would be needed.

5.5.2 Mechanical Analyses for Engine Shafting

The gasifier section is straddle-mounted and incorporates
conventional shafting. Because of the well-established
mechanical integrity of this type of system, no analyses were
considered necessary to affirm the mechanical feasibility of
this rotating group.
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COWiWSSOR ROTORS ______

j ALIXII.M IICLANL[S O~

DescrZiption Axial Rotor Rot_____

hverage tangential stress, ksi 27.1 71.7

blade stress,iI
inlet, ksi 47.4 19.8

nnmn blade stress,
splitter, ksi -7.3

mubore stress, ksi 44.1 122.4
r-iim stress, ksi 34.8 37.0

', ourst speed, rpm /126,000 69,400 (115%)
laL-.i tip growth, inlet, 0.0072 0.0057
radial, inches

lade tip growth, exit, I

iai

radial, inches 0.0053 0.0224

lad

lade tip axial movement, inch 0.0010 0.0186

ub weight, pounds 0.481 j 4.51.7

g ~ ~ ld Wbad~es

lade weight, pounds 0.139 0.35f

All values at 66,000 rpm.

Minimm burst speed assumes minimum properties (minus 35)
and a burst factor of 0. 9.

The power turbine is straddle-mounted and includes an integral
tie-bolt an-d power turbine drive shaft. This arrangement was
chosen to effect higher critical speeds for the power turbine
drive shaft than would result for a simply supported quill
shaft as examined and reported in Paragraph 5.2.5.

Analyses were made for this mechanical arrangement, and results
are displayed in Figure 41 for the power turbine shaft
cgitical speeds. The design as finalized (see Figure 39)
resulted In a power turbine drive shaft unsupported length
of 16.6 inches.
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TABLE DEIV. MECHANICAL ANALYSIS DATA FOR SELECTED

ELEMENTS OF COIPRESSOR RCTORS

Stress (in ksi)

Tan-
Stage Element Radial gential Axial Shear Equivalent

Axial Blade 47 39.55 0 0.40 4.46 40.09

Axial Disk 20 1.32 34.41 -2.02 -1.08 34.93

Radial Blade 70 13.47 0 -3.93 -9.06 22.27

Radial Splitter 94 3.12 0 -0.97 -1.19 4.23

Radial Disk 38 10.33 51.92 2.38 4.12 46.62

Displacements for a typical element, node are:

Alement 65, radial 0.0224 inch
(centrifugal rotor rim) axial -0.0186 inch

11 values at 66,000 rpm.

Figure 42 displays the calculated data for power-shaft radial
spline and bearing loads. The power turbine configured for
this task was sized for 40,000 rpm. The indicated bearing
loads for this case and for an unsupported shaft length (L)
of 16.6 inches show that resultant bearing loads are feasible
for long-life operation.

Figure 41 shows that the critical speeds and more importantly
the acceptable operating regime is relatively insensitive to
shaft length from 16 to 19 inches. Similarly, Figure 42 shows
that tha radial loads for the spline and bearings are accept-
able for shaft length of 17, 18, and 19 inches. Based on this
analysis for the A+C compressor it is clear that an AA+C
compressor could be designed for this application and would
present no significant mechanical problems.
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6. TASK III, COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

6.1 DATA DISPLAY

The final compressor flow path is displayed in Figure 43.
The specification of zero rotor hub exit swirl, combined with
a transonic inducer-tip relative Mach number, has eliminated
the usual transition section length. As the axial compressor
design was finally configured, the rotor exit hub swirl is
actually slightly negative. The inducer-tip relative Mach
number is 1.092 at 60-.?ercent power.

The estimated compressor performance characteristics are dis-
played in Figure 44. The axial compressor performance is a
combination of the efficiency of an existing AiResearch com-
pressor with the range indicated by the upper end of the data
band in Figure 2 - The centrifugal compressor performance
was computed from the same analytical technip_,es that were
used in the compressor design and which were described in
Section 3. The empirical correlations that were used to
design the compressor were applied to the compressor geometry
to obtain the performance at off-design conditions. The
empiricism contains correlations used to estimate rotor surge,
choke, slip factor and efficiency, the friction coefficient
for •he vaneless diffuser, and the cascade data for the vaned
diffuser.

Included in Figure 43 is the identification of the locations
at which vector diagram data are presented. The vector
diagrams are displayed in Figures 45, 46, and 47 for the 30-,
60-, and 100-percent-power points, respectively.

6.2 DISCUSSION

The flow range from surge to choke on the centrifugal compres-
sor and the broadness of the efficiency islands are a result
of the combined contribution of t-he r-,ior, with its backward-
leaning blades, and the tandem cascade of the vaned diffuser.
The feature of backward-leaning rotor blades allows the maxi-
mum rotor efficiency to occur at or near the engine operating
line. In this way, the rotor-diffuser system can be matched
to obtain the highest possible stage eificiency. For the
vaned-diffuser inlet Mach numbers that resulted from the
design study, only the tandem-cascade type of vaned diffuser
has experimentally demonstrated at AiResearch the flow range
displayed for the centrifugal compressor.
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The surge-to-choke flow range of the centrifugal compressor
is basically a result of data correlations from existing
in-house compressor rotors and tandem-bladed vaned diffusers.
As such, it represents a system of components that have been
tested extensively. There are, however, other system com-
ponents that could provide the range for the particular
operating line of this program for the case of a centrifugal
compressor preceded by an axial compressor. Reference 2,
page 5, shows a compressor map on Figure 175, and Reference f
shows a compressor map on Figure 19 that could provide
adequate range. Both these compressors use radial-bladed
rotors. In Reference 2, the vaned diffuser is a rectangular
passage diffuser (vane island); and in Reference 6, the dif-
fuser is conical ýpipe diffuser).

Figure 48 shows a dimensionless comparison of the compressor
map estimated for this study and those taken from References
2 and 6. Included on the comparison are the four operat-
ing points from the final cycle results. The surge line of
the Boeing compressor parallels that of the AiResearch-
estimated map. The Pratt and Whitney surge line needs more
developme" t work in the vicinity of the 100-percent-power
point. However, on the whole, it is clear that high-pressure-
ratio centrifugal compressors can be designed with adequate
surge margin for the conditions (match with axial compressor,
free power turbine, etc.) of this study. The emphasis on
state-of-the-art advancement lies on improving the efficiency
level.

The efficiency levels displayed in Part B of Figure 44
represent values expected to be achieved in a 3-year develop-
ment period. The range required at the 60-percent power
poin. a: I an efficiency of 0.76 at the design-point pressure
ratio ct 7.1:1 have been dezzonstrated. Development of the
compressor was not completed, but examination of the test
results showed 1.0 percentage point lost because the dif-
fuser design diffusion was not achieved. With proper redesign
and the uz& of a param-etric study as outlined in Section 3.2
to determine the rotor exit blade for optimum system effi-
ciency, a design-point efficiency of 0.786 ir- achievable.
Figure 16 shows a 1.5-percfputage-point increase Jn efficiency
between a stage with a radial-bladed rotor and one with a
blade exit angle of 50 degrees.
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The matching studies conducted on this program reveal the need
for an extended range of surge-free operation for 20-percent-
power operation. This is close to the maximumi achieved
experimentally but is not an established design capability.
This is the technological achievement required of the axial
compressor in order for the inlet gnide vane to be the only
variable blade row. Otherwise, a variable stator may be
required. This is true whether t-,e axial compressor has one
or two stages. It is possible that the range of surge-free
operation could be achieved by examining influences such as
blade loading, aspect ratio, and solidity. This was not
undertaken in the design procedure, since it was considered
to be beyond the scope of a preliminazy design task.

In summary, the axial compressor requires a design capability
for a wide range of surge-free operation, the shift of
the pressure-ratio characteristics with 150 of preswirl change
needs to be established, and the efficiency predicted for the
centrifugal compressor has to be validated. An alternate con-
figuration to achieve the overall compressor matching would be
a two-stage centrifugal compressor. No variable geometry
would be required, since the range of surge-free operation is
well within centrifugal compressor technology- This is
especially true of compressors with rotors having backward-
leaning blades.
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7. TASK IV, ENGINE PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

7.1 GENERAL

A compressor consisting of two axial stages and one centrif-
ugal stage was selected for continuing study as a result of
Task IA. Very satisfactory performance, showing a close
approach to idealized values, was calculated for this com-
pressor c-.abination with use of variable inlet guide vanes
during the study conducted under Task IIA. When preliminary
engine layouts were attempted during Task IIB, difficulty
was encountered in achieving a satisfactory mechanical de-
sign for an engine employing a concentric power-output shaft.
The inlet hub diameter of the two-stage axial compressor
proposed for this engine was too small, in combination with
the unsupported shaft length required, to achieve (at first
analysis) an acceptable shaft design with the use of the
materials and techrnology anticipated to be available in 3
years.

The larger shaft diameter and shorter length provided by a
single-stage axial compressor offered an innediate solution
to the shafting problem. A modified two-stage axial com-
pressor design, in conjunction with more detailed shaft
analysis and mechanical design ingenuity, might be expected
to solve the problem, but since preliminary cycle analysis
had indicated only a small (0.004) increase in SFC with a
single-stage axial and a single-stage centrifugal compressor,
this combination was selected for final analysis within the
contracted work

7.2 CALCULATION PROCEDURE

Engine performance calculations were conducted for a single-
spool gas generator operating with a design-point pressure
ratio of 10.5:1. A single-stage axial compressor incor-
porating variable inlet guide vanes (MV-G-V) and a fixed-
geometry single-stage ceantrifugal c-or,,pressor (CFG' were used
in a direct-coupled combination. Cycle calculations were
made for 550 decrements in TIT from 2500°F to 15000?. A TIT
of 20900F was also used because this temperature was expected
to yield 60-percent power, the design point. The cooling air,
9 percent of the compressor airflow, was assumed to re-enter
the cycle upstream of the power turbine.
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7.3 OVERALL COMPRESSOR PE.PFORMANCE

The trend of the overall compressor adiabatic efficiency as a
function of power output (Figure 49) illustrates that the
primary objective of the compressor matching study--obtaining
maximum efficiency at 60-percent power--has been achieved.
The maximum efficiency predicted for the actual matched
AVIGV + CFG compressor having adequate surge margin is 0.7-38
compared to the maximum value of 0.804 predicted in Task IA
cycle studies. The compressor efficiency decreases by approx-
imately one point at both 20-percent power and at 100-percent
power, which indicates good performance over the required
power range.

The airflow ratio of about 1.21 required between 60- and 100-
percent power can be achieved by 150 of inlet guide vane
actuation, opening as speed and power increase to 100 percent
and closing as speed and power decrease to 60 percent. As
illustrated on ?igure 49, the corrected airflow at 100 per-
cent power is 3.63 pounds per second--about 21 percent
greater than the design airflow of 3.0 pounds per second.

The decrement of 1.6 points in overall compressor efficiency
is significantly greater than was anticipated between the use
of single-stage and two-stage axial compressors. The greater
decrement resulted from the detailed examination which the
centrifugal compressor required to produce a pressure ratio of
7.1:1 while being supercharged. Greater losses were calculat-
ed than anticipated in the diffuser, both in the vaneless
space and in the vanes.

7.4 GASIFIER TURBINE PERFO.RMANCE

Since the turbine driving the compressors operates at only one
value of corrected flow, work coefficient, and corrected speed
over most of the required power turbine output range, it was
to be expected that the gasifier turbine efficiency would re-
main essentially constant at approximately 0.872 (Figure -49).
The actual speed varies from a-bout 52,700 rpm to 64,600 rpm
as the power turbine output increases from 20 to 100 percent.

At 60-percent power. the gasifier tur'bine inlet temperature
decreases about 4100 from the ximium value of 2960*R (2500*F)
selected for 100-percent-power operation. This temperature
change is in close agreement with cycle calculations conducted
during Task IA, which employed simplified and idealized com-
ponent characteristics for preliminary predictions.
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7.5 POWER TURBINE PERFORMANCE

A maximum efficiency of 89.0 percent is obtained at 60-percent
power (Figure 49). A decrease of 4 points is predicted as
power output is increased to 100 percent, and a decrease
of 12 points as power output is decreased to 20 percent.
Although other design-point selections could have been made
to improve efficiency at 20-percent power, a sacrifice in
performance at 60- and 100-percent power would have reaulted.

7.6 ENGINE PERFORMANCE

The SFC calculated at 60-percent power is 0.491; the 30- and100-percent power point SFC's are 0.630 and 0.452 respectively.
For the 60- and 100-percent power points, the SFC valuesare approximately 0.012 point or 2.5 percent greater thanestimated during the Task IA preliminary cycle analysis.
At the design point, the power calculated for a 3-pound-per
second-airflow engine is 454.7 horsepower for a specificpower of 151.5 horsepower per pound per second. At fullpower, the corresponding values are 757.2 horsepower and
208.0 horsepower per pound per second. The predicted per-
formance is believed to be very good for an engine of t-his i
small airflow and power.

The primarv reason for the greater SFC calculated for this
engine compared to the preliminary cycle studies is thelower overall efficiency obtainable with this AVIGV + CFG
compressor compared to the AAVIGV + CFG compressor. Evenif the mechanical design problem can be solved, and it
probably can, an evaluation of the trade-offs between per-
formance and complexity and diameter versus length will berequired before the best choice of cozpressor for an engine
of this size can be made.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 GENERAL

This stuay program has been conducted to explore the compres-
sor matching considerations appropriate to achieve a useful
combination of axial and centrifugal compressors for small
gas turbine engines (2 to 5 pounds per second). A representa-
tive engine was defined to facilitate this study and is
characterized as follows:

1. The turboshaft engine has a front drive.

2. All engine component performance levels are
advanced but considered to be achievable within
a 3-year development period. Components are
optimized for design-point operation, defined
as 60-percent power, and sized for 3.0 pounds
per second flow at the design point.

3. The compressor is a combination of axial stages
(one or two) and a centrifugal stage.

4. The turbine consists of a gasifier section,
cooled to allow 100-percent-power operation
at 2500OF (TIT), and a free power turbine.

5. The engine operating range is 20- to 100-percent
power, and performance emphasis is on SFC at
60-perc3nt power 'first priority) and 30-percent
power (second priority).

The conclusions anC recomazendations presented below are based
on the copripessor matching study made for the representative
engine as defined.

8.2 CONCLUSIONS

1. The best matching arrangement of a single-spool
compressor for part-load SFC and surge-free
operation was selected to be a combination of
variable inlet guide vanes for the axial com-
pressor and fixed geometry for the centrifugal
compressor.

a. A fixed-geometry arrangement yields a poor
match for the axial compressor, resulting
in poor performance and axial compressor
stal. at part load.
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b. The other cases of variable geometry studied,
including c-ambinations of variable geometry,
offer no ae';antage over the selected arrange-
ment.

2. Twin spooling with fixed geometry yields a good
compressor match for part-load perform-ance .,nd for
surge-free operation over the operating range.

a. Front-drive requirement complicates this
arrangement to a degree that it could not be
justified.

3. A single-spool compressor incorporating either a
single- or a two-stage axial compressor can be
configured to be compatible with the front-drive
requirement.

a. A two-stage axial compressor offers a perform-
ance advantage due to 1.5 points higher
potential compressor efficiency.

4. A useful combination of axial and centrifugal
compressors can be configured and matched for this
engine to achieve the following performance levels:

a. Single-stage axial SFC at 60-percent power,
0.491.

b. Two-stage axial SFC at 60-percent power,
0.479.

5. Requi-rements for compressor state-of-the-art
advancements are identified to be:

a. Develop axial compressor for a broad choke-to-
surge range when combined with variable inlet
guide vanes.

b. Develop centrifugal compressor for increased
efficiency levels while maintaining broad
choke-to-surge range.

6. The optimum 60-percent power pressure ratio for
an engine having 25000F TIT at 100-percent
power is as follows:

a. AA + C compressor, 10.5:1

b. A + C compressor, 10.0:1
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8.*3 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Conduct limited studies to co~mplement the results of
this program as follows:

(a) Complete the preliminary design, matching
analyses, and engine layout studies for a two-
stage axial plus centrifugal compressor (AAVIGV
+CFG),. These studies should provide for
direct comparison with the results reported
herein for an AVIGV + CPG compressor, P4/P 1 =

10.5:1.

(b) Conduct preliminary design, matching analyses,
and engine layout studies for a two-stage
centrifugal compressor with fixed geometry.

The study should provide for direct com-
parison with the AAVIGV + CFG compressor
in accordance with (a) above and with the
AVIGV + CFG compressor as reported herein.

Select the best compressor combination for the
engine defined for these studies. If an axial-
centrifugal compressor combination is selected,
then conduct development programs as set forth -in
Recomm-endaltions 2 and 3 below.

2. It is recommended that a program be conducted to
develop a two-stage axial 'c-rpressor meeting the
requirements of the 10.5:1Z,-pressure-ratio engi-ne
cycle. Variable inlet guide vanes and variable
stators should be employed in the devplo-ental
test -VEhricle to permit econ~omical stage matc~hing
for design and off-design: conditions.

3. if further study with the two-stage axial com-
pressor configuration indaicates more variable
geom~etry is needed t%.han with the single-stage
configuration, it is recommended that a develop-
ment program be conducted to verify experi-
mentally the single-stage axial plus centrifugal
comrpressor combination with the variable inlet
guide vanes.
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APPENDIX I

CYCLE ASSUMPTIONS
FOR

ENGINE DESIGN-POINT ANALYSIS

Component efficiencies and other required cycle performance
parameters assumed for the design-point engine analysis are
listed.

(a) Lower heating value: 18,400 Btu per lb

(b) Sea-level, standard-day performance

(c) Accessory horsepower: 1.5 hp per lb per sec of mass
flow

(d) Combustion efficiency: 0.99

(e) Combustor pressure 1 Is3: AP/P = 0.04

'f) Mechanical efficiency- 0.98

W
(g) Compressor leakage flow: 1.5 percentW

C

(h) Transition duct loss between the gas generator
turbine and 'the power turbine: AP/P = 0.02

(i) Compressor efficiency: A two-stage axial plus
single-stage centrifugal compressor was assumed.
The overall efficiency-versus-pressure-rat-io
characteristics are as shown in Figure 7 of the
main body of this report. As listed in Fiqure 7,
the 60,000-rpm rotational speed line was selected
for the design-point analysis.

(J) Gasifier-turbine component efficiency: Efficiency
variance for the two-stage gasifier turbine is from
88.7 percent for a pressure ratio of 8:1 to 81.5 per-
cent for a pressure ratio of 20:1. The gasifier
turbine efficiency, on a total-to-total basis, was
vzried as a function of compressor pressure ratio a4
shown in Figure 50.

(k) Power turbine efficiency: The total-to-static effi-
ciency is 89.0 percent for the pressure-.ratio range
of consideration.
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APPENDIX IIr

CYCLE ASSUMPTIONS FOR
ENGINE OFF-DESIGN ANALYSIS

component performance and other required cycle parameter data
assumed for the engine off-design analysis are presented in
this appendix.

TURBINE COMPONENT MAPS

Maps for the gasifier turbine are presented in Fig-are 51 and
show, respectively, (a) efficiency ratio (r, V/riT DP) versus

isentropic head ratio I(6 !To and (b) corrected airflow

(Ws5 e/15/6r5) versus turbine pressure ratio (Ps/P,).

Similar maps for the power turbine are presented in Figure 52.

These maps relate off-design component performance to design
values. Design values for component efficiency have been
estimated for various cycle pressure ratios and are presented
in Appendix I. The combined data represented in these plots
were used to fully define the turbine component performance
for the engine analysis (off-design) as conducted in Task IA
and reported in Section 2.

IDEALIZED COMPRESSOR MAP

A two-stage axial compressor map was matched with a repre-
sentative centrifugal compressor map, and an overall compres-
sor map was determined. Based on this, an idealized compres-
sor map was plotted by noting the maximum pressure ratio and
maximum efficiency for the varicus speed lines. These values
were plotted without limiting range versus flow.

iie idealized compressor map was then nondimensionalized and
is presented in Figure 53. In this figure, efficiency ratio
sntroDpic heand pressure-rise ratio [(Pn/P)-l/orPed/P)arl]ow

are plotted versus corrected flow ratio -iwith
1, 6-DP

speed ratio as a parameter.
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This map relates off-design component performance to design
values. Design values for componert efficiency have been
estimated for various cycle pressure ratios and are presented
in Appendix I.

The variation of efficiency and pressure-rise ratio with
speed in accordance with this map is considered to be repre-
sentative of t-he peak efficiency and corresponding pressure-
rise ratio of a real two-stage axial plus centrifugal
compressor c-onfigurration.

ENGINE ANALYSIS ASSUM4PTIONS (OFF-DESIGN)

The engine off-design analysis was based on the following
assumptions:

(a) Cooling flow was fixed at 9 percent of the compres-
sor through-flow and was assumed to bypass the
gasifier turbine while producing work in the power
turbine consistent with the cooling-a-.r temperature.

(b) Accessory hIorsepower was varied as a function of
the gasifier speed in accordance with the follcwing:
HP ac= CN2.

(c) Combustion efficiency was varied as a function of

P'/W 4A in accordance with Fig-are 54.
4P / A)DP

(d) Comrbustor pressure loss was varied as a function nf
combustor inlet corrected flow irn accordance with
the followina:

(ei/P4) combustor = C, 8f (5 4 +A'',)

(e) Pressure loss for t~he transition duct between the
gasifier and the power turbines was varied as a
function of duct inlet corrected fl-)w in accordance

with the following: (AP/P.7) d ct = 7,/-e
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APPENDIX III

ENGINE CYCLE RELATIONSHIPS

INTRODUCTION

The matching of an axial compressor (single-stage or multi-
stage) to a centrifugal compressor depends on t'he link between
cycle requirements at design point and some off-design refer-
ence. Sometimes this link is simply between the maximum rated
power at design point and a surge margin requirement at an
off-design condition at some speed below design. In the case
of the present matching study, besides providing for low-speed
surge margin, the compressor match must be such that the
engine power at design speed and flow is 60 percent of the
power achievable at some speed above design at a TIT of
2500 0 F. To achieve a match that satisfies the cycle require-
ments, the compressors must be mated in a way that achieves
the pressure ratios, flows, and speeds at the 60- and 100-
percent-power points.

The objective of the study _J to achieve as small an SFC as
possible at 60-percent power without sacrificing performance
at full power or stable operation at low power. A necessary
condition for thi.s achievement is the attainment of thb high-
est possible overall compressor efficiency at the 60- and
100-percent-power points. A match that satisfies the pressure
ratio, flow, and speed requirements at the two power points
with fixed turbine geometry may not yield the maximum possible
overall compressor efficiency at the two power points or
adequate surge margin at low power points (30 percent, 20 per-
cent). The cycle requirements may force a match at the high
power points, which occurs off of peak efficiency on both the
axial and the centrifugal compressor, and which forces low-
power operation near the surge line of one of the compressors.
Variable compressor geometry is then needed to achieve the
desired match.

This section discuss-s the problems involved in the USAAVLABS
axial/centrifugal compressor matching study and the use of
variable inlet guide vanes, variable centrifugal compressor
diffuser vanes, and twin spooling to satisfy all the cycle
requirements.

ENGINE CYCLE ANALYSIS

The gasifier turbine has two stage4 which are connected
together for the single-spool compressor configuration and
which are separated for the twin-spool configuration. In the
latter case, the first turbine drives the centrifugal
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compressor and the second drives the axial compressor. Nine
percent of the compressor flow is used for cooling in the
gasifier turbine unit. The power turbine is free to rotate
independently of the gasifier turbine; it rotates at a con-
stant physical speed, since the engine is to be used for heli-
copter application. At the 60- and 100-percent-power points
the gasifier and power turbines are choked.

It can be shown that, because the turbines are choked and
because of the desirability of operating the gasifier turbine
at peak efficiency, the pressure ratio across the gasifier
turbine and its c rrected flow and work remain invariant over
the power range from 60 to 100 percent. The constancy of the
gasifier corrected workc contributes to determining the phys~-1
cal speed ratio that influences the compressor match. The
pressure ratio and flow required of the match at 100-percent
power depend on the percentage of -power and compressor pres-
sure ratio at the design point- and the TIT at 100-percent
power. The proof is shown in the following paragraphs.

Combustor loss, fuel flow, and leakage are neglected in this
simplified analysis. If gasifier and power turbines are
choked, then with cooling flow passing back into the flow
Path in front of the power turbine,

______ P=A Constant (9%

Consequently,

Si

Ps A7 aT WT

(10)

Now the gasifier turbine pressure ratio can be expressed in
terms of its actual temperature ratio and polytrop~ic eff-i-
ciency; namely,

Py l r ( 1 1 )

I|I (-T
I|| p
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Equating (10) to (11) and rearranging,

v 1.
(I-lmriN

'T A z T (12)

If the turbine geometry is constant, if the polytropic effi-
ciency is independent of Ts, and if the percentage of cooling
flow is constant, then

T constant and s = constant (13)

Turbine adiabatic efficiency varies with applied pressure
ratio, as shown in Figure 55.

14

i-
iU

'44

rrz

PRESSURE RATIO

Figure 55. Typical Turbine Efficiency/Pressure
Ratio Characteristic.

A similar pltcan be shown for the variation of r,ýt-iency
With correct-rd speed for a given pressure ratio, -Ait peak.
efficiency#
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In fact, the efficiency curves are flat within experimental
error over a small range of pressure ratios and speeds. if
increase in Ts attempts to move the operating p~o:int!ti:1 eother
place on the turbine map, the adiabatic and e, the poly-
tropic efficiency can remain cons!ta~nt r a certain range of
pressure ratios and si-eeds. Buý-ifthe polytropic efficiency~
does not change, then for fixed turbine geometry, the tempera-
ture ratio across the turbine is invariant according to
Equation (12) The gasifier turbine pressure and temperature
ratios are therefore invariant with cclhanges in Tr' as long as
both turbines are choked and the operating point is on peak
efficiency. When the gasifier turbine is choked, the cor-
rected flow Wfiieny6s is constant and must be satisfied as

Td, changes.

The changes in compressor performance as Ts changes
determine the positions of the operating point on the turbine
map. The statements of the previous paragraph are equivalent
to saying that

/,H = constant (14)
GT

Even though this is true, the values of work coefficient and
rotational speed that combine to give this constant depend on
the compressor work.

The compressor and turbine works can be expressed by

WCl &H CK _ (15)

WT &_T W T I NT2  (16)
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where KC and KT are kinds of work coefficients based on rota-

tional speed. Equating the left sides of Equations (15) and
(16) and using Equation (14),

Ac =(,'W) (_ij/Ts) Ts 17

Hence, the ratio of compressor work at 1.00-percent power to
that at 60--percent power is

100__ [ A.,/ c T ] (18)
-C6 [(W,/W ) Tr.1

Combining Equations (15) and (18),

N, =N ~ T/C 100 KC"~0 _:C6: (19)'00 60 'Pr/ Wc)60 V' (I S 6 0 N KC 100

For constant percentage of cooling flow and compressor-work
coefficients, the compressor rotational speed changes propor-
tionately with the square root of t~he TIT. However, as com-
pressor efficiency falls off, the less the difference is
between N 100 and N 60 ' For constant gasifier corrected work

[Equation (14)], turbine work coefficient must be increased as
speed decreases. Th'is can also be observed by equating the
right sides of Equations (15) and (16).

ii 7 WiC/NT = (20)

For constant percentage of cooling flow, ariLd since

N&/NT= (21)

then

KT/KC constant (22)
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Hence, as the compressor work coefficient increases, so does
the turbine work coefficient.

To complete the determination of the speed ratio in Equatiun
(19), it is necessary to determine the TIT ratio. It can be
shown that this is a function of the compressor efficiency
variation with speed and the selection of the design-point
power ratio.

The power ratio, PR, is the power at design point (DP) divided
by maximum power (100).

PR = 4PTDP WDP (23)
HPTl00 W00

The compressor specific work can be expressed in terms of its

pressure ratio and polytropic efficiency, nCP" as

.H P4/P3.) YCP -j 1TL(4
S= hp/iVc - oipc T1  (24)

The gasifier turbine pressure ratio can be expressed in terms
of the compressor work. From Equations (24) and (17),

Y V

I GTPL- T TP AH
P7~[ CP7T7 _

_X7_ )i ] 'h1TP

- 1 + Ciw f- IC IRIf fnCP J
The pressure ratio across the power turbine at design-point
power is
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()DP ( )DP (25)

(P,/P P DP

1 cPITiwc + -c 1
C[ P T7 WT DP

The power turbine enthalpy change at design-point power is

y T

AHpTDP (= P - 1 (C T Te\ (26)

DP DJ DP

Since it has just been shown above that

( P ) DP(00

then

() \Pl 0 (27)
)100 1,P7 D

DP
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Substituting Equations (25) and (26) into Equat-ion (23), we
get

Yr P,-

(--P TW) I(J
11 DI DP'

Since the turbines are c-hoked, and using Equation (13),

WDP 1' 7DP _WDP ýTsDP _(P4/P1) DP

W1 0  T 1 0 0  - w1 0 0  0 (P4 /) 10  (29)

(IL)DP (- T )
Ta( p -1Z 'ITP
T7 100 P?!1 0

100

F ~~ lv 'TP

IP/lDP

F lv "TP

1-44 i1100

Since
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T-7 (DPPi )_

Tr 1001 '1 (30)

Again, frrc.i Equation (13),

T7DP (T 5 0 0  (31)
"5 DP

Since

i=

T77

17



then

p T / Lcp 1 CI
T7- -D C -17 A VT(

DP ( ! DP )

Equation (31) becomes, after substituting (32),

I' IIcI100 (33

-- 1

II w C T6100T -10 Ts.... DP - - pT P (3

I then(p

TTD

Susttuin Equations (329m , ( ) aund (33 ) , int E t (

I P-1 ( --C

-- -p )o y'°

, CT00 T p C DP

(P P_ 10 T•D. 'P

I" " P- " (-C) -l('
i T, i! -
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Combining Equations (18) and (24), we get' ]n

CmiigEquations (34 ) and (352sh ),ha the copessrpest

-P 3.D7 l-P_ T)
(P

Iii• T"ppC i00

S~Equations 134) and (35) show that the compressor pressure

ratio at 100-percent power is a function of the compressor
pressure ratio at design-point power, the TIT at 100-percent
power, and the fraction of compressor flow used for turbine
cooling at design point and 100-percent power, under the
assumptions of negligible differences in Cp and the component

polytropic efficiencies over the power range. For the
matching study,

Swc/wT = constant

Therefore, the compressor pressure ratio is fixed for speci-
fied valLes of power fraction at design point and TIT at
100-percent power. In consequence, the TIT ratio between
design point and full power is determined [Equation (35)", at
is a]so the flow ratio [Equation (29)]. For the present study,
the power percentage at design point is 0.60 and the TIT at
100-percent power is 25000 F.

Note that the pressure ratio, TIT, and flow ratios between
design point and 100-percent power are the same whether the
compressor is single- or twin-spooled. The speed relation-
ship in Equation (21), however, is true only for a single-
spool compressor. In the case of the twin-spool configu-
ration, the flow and pressure-ratio fractions will deter-
mine the speed ratio. The axial compressor has a larger
corrected flow difference than the centrifugal compressor
'--lbetween 60-and IC0-percent Dowers. Consequently, the axial
compressor speed ratio will increase with twin spooling. The
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centrifugal compressor corrected flow ratio depends on the
inducer inlet ccnditions. The axial compressor pressure ratio
will not change with spool configuration, but the efficiency
can change as a result of the speed ratio. If the match is
near peak efficiency, the change will be small, and, hence,
the centrifugal compressor speed ratio will change very little
with -hange in spool configuration.

The power ratio can be written as

P Y n PP 7 WPV1 v-l

1 0 0 l 1 00cSPR = -" -/D ---- DP( v10

Assuming constant specific heat, substituting Equations (29)
and (35), and rearranging, we get, for constant cooling-flaw
fraction,

__ 'T Y- P• Yp"
-P- P- (361\A

-- I PI I - -I ""P '100 /10 0 - M D
r xzL 11/2 r'.()I 41 P_ )IYc - 100 1

'00 Lý DPLP4/1D

If the right side of Equation (36) were constant or changed
very little with power turbine pres. re ratio, the ratio of
the compressor pressure ratio at the two power points would be
constant or would change very little. The power turbine pres-
sure ratio at design point depends on the TIT at design point.
A fixed ratio of pressure was assumed, and the right side of
Equation (36) was evaluated at four TIT's: 16006F, 1800 0 F,
2000 0 F, and 22000 F. The ratio of the value of the right side
of Equation (36) at 2000OF to that value at any other temper-
ature is plotted in Figure 56. The plot shows that the right
side of Equation (36) is approaching a constant value at
temperatures above 20000 F. In fact, it varies ±3 percent
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between 1900OF and 2200 0 F. To a first approximation, then,
the change in pressure ratio between design point and full
power is determined by the power ratio. This, in turn, means
that the flow and TIT ratios are set by the power ratio. To
a very close approximation, then, for design-point TIT above
20000 F, the flow, compressor pressure-ratio, and TIT ratios
are determined by the specification of design-point power
fraction.

Equation (36) can then be rewritten as

Y-1 1/2

\P-1/lOO L100 - CONSTANT7

V-1 10 PR
I \ - - /

Y2 V 1DP/2

Equation (37) shows that the compressor pressure-ratio dif-
ference increases as power ratio decreases. Thus, the lower
the specified design-point power fraction is, the more dif-
ficult t~he compressc-r matching becomes. Relative flow and
pressure-ratio values between design point and 100-percent
power increase; thus, available flow range from surge to
choke is taken up. The TIT at design powr decreases; thus,
SFC for a given design-point pressure ratio in raised.

If the compressor polytropic efficiency change from design
point to 100-percent power is very small, Equation (37) shows
that the pressure ratio at 100-percernt power is primarily a
function of design-point power ratio for a given value of
design-point pressure ratio. Under the same assumption,
Equation (35) shows that the TIT ratio is determined by the
design-point and 100-percent power-point pressure ratios.
Therefore, the temperature ratio is also determined primarily
by the power ratio. Consequently, the speed ratio in
Equation (19) is primarily determined by the design-point
power ratio, for fixed percentage of cooling flow and com-
pressor work coefficients between design point and 100-percent
power. Finally, Equation (29) shows that under the same
logic, the flow ratio is also determined from the selection of
design-point power ratio.
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APPENDIX IV

INLET GUIDE VANE ANALYSIS

The purpose of this appendix is to derive and display the
relationships that were used to shift the pressure ratio air-
flow characteristics of the axial compressor with the appli-
cation of preswirl. The theory is applied to aerodynam-ic
conditions at the mean line of the axial compressor rotor.
Two-dimensionality (constant streamline radius) is assumed,
along with the constancy of the axial velocity across the
rotor. The equations are derived for a reference condition
of the same inlet air angle (relative to the rotor) at the
zero preswirl reference point and the nonzero preswirl point
of interest.

The stage pressure ratio can be written in terms of the tem-
perature for the ideal enthalpy rise and stage efficiency.

L 2 _ e9yyl [ CpAT= I [1 + nc~H Y-

P2.i T- gC Pr 1 CP 1

r, y

1gJC• 1  1 (38)

9 --

The axial velocity can be written as

Vz U (39)z TNB1 +TNO s
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Substituting Equation C39) into, Equation (38), we get

[ lA.-N (40)

The flow change is comuputed from the continuity equation.

Y1 n -

1.-

ji- 1 zV -1

v zgsc 2 8p . V A IIL]

1.

[ (TNO1 +TNB85 )2 2gJC P -1 j I+ (4la

Equations (4() and (41) were used to compute the following
ratios:

P.a- I j - WCj

PI. WC =
Pi s c013Ass
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